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Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar inspired the establishment of the
global network of Neohumanist schools and institutions. In 1990
he founded Ananda Marga Gurukula (AMGK) as the Board of
Education for Neohumanist schools and institutes around the
world.

VISION

The Sanskrit word "Gurukula" (pronounced gurukul) has
the following etymology: Gu: darkness; ru: dispeller; kula:
an institution. Gurukula is an institution which helps
students dispel the darkness of the mind and leads to total
emancipation of the individual and society at large.
The international network of Neohumanist Schools and Institutes
strives to hasten the advent of a society in which there is love,
peace, understanding, inspiration, justice and health for all
beings.
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To serve humanity with neohumanist spirit and to acquire
knowledge for that purpose.
To provide a sound and conducive environment for students
for their physical, social, intellectual, creative and spiritual
well-being.
To promote ethical values in individuals and implement these
values in the management of projects, schools and institutions.
To establish and maintain schools and special academic
institutions around the world as well as a cyber-university.
To initiate teacher education programs to improve and
upgrade the quality of education on all academic levels.
To promote Tantra, Neohumanism and PROUT (Progressive
Utilization Theory) as the foundation for building a universal
society.
To initiate intellectual dialogues and research for all-round
renaissance of society.
To facilitate the placement of volunteers across cultures to help
build meaningful relationships and to support community and
social change projects.
To support the building of a global eco-village network (Master
Units)
To encourage the development of micro-enterprises for
sustainability of social service projects.
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Role of Humans in a Digital World:
A Neohumanist Narrative
by Dr. Shambhushivananda

At one stage in our evolution, humans were just one of the many dominant creatures on this planet earth. Today, the earth
is under the command of humans (homo-sapiens) while all other creatures are almost at their mercy. Even invisible viruses
do not escape human wrath, and as soon as they interfere in human survival, they attract a collective global attack to cause
their annihilation.
Some scholars have predicted that humans will evolve into super humans where ordinary humans will become mere slaves
to a new breed of humans who will be masters of genetic engineering, control biometric data, utilize artificial intelligence,
machine learning and augmented virtual reality and will relegate ordinary humans to the category of subhuman ‘irrelevant’
species. This science fiction scenario posited by some is still speculation. Not all projections are likely to actualize but this
is definitely a scenario worth addressing.
Human interface with machines is not new on the planet, and humans have integrated nature’s powers in their lives for
their advantage from very early days, with the discovery of fire. Nature, both inorganic and organic, holds immense
power. As humans begin to tap the potential of nature and begin to harness it by intelligent design, the question of the
future of human society and the survival of its norms comes into a sharper focus.
Will the institution of family still exist? Will humans still exercise compassion in all their dealings? Will robotic society
cause the disappearance of human emotions? Will human-designed algorithms replace natural evolution of different
species completely? What will happen to the consciousness of humans and other beings? Will the theory of reincarnation
still hold? Will religious, political, and economic institutions still play a dominant role in human affairs? Will the
distinction between mind and consciousness become clearer? Will humans become sort of immortal, with an indefinite
shelf life? Would laboratory babies be as intelligent as the naturally born babies of today? Would designer babies have any
independent thinking or would they display only programmed ‘smart thinking’? How will our sense of the meaning and
purpose of life evolve over time? Will the society of the future have any moral dilemmas? Would there be any role for
‘revolutions’ in the future society of AI-dominated scenarios? Could coordinated cooperation and competition create a
benevolent future for all species?
Before we can address such questions, we must understand the role of humans in the cosmological order. Humans did not
just emerge out of matter, whether organic or inorganic, nor out of nowhere. Matter and humans both have originated from
primordial Transcendental Consciousness and carry the potential of that highest consciousness. The Supreme
Consciousness is far subtler than Cosmic Mind and all manifestations of Cosmic Mind are merely the cruder
manifestations of the greater powers embodied within Cosmic Mind. Thus, what the Cosmic Mind has been doing until
the present continues to be taken over by human minds in slow and gradual steps. All human powers are the
manifestations of a higher Force—Cosmic Mind— and ultimately the Supreme Consciousness. So, there is no reason to
panic over technological scenarios proposed by some scholars. Ultimately, the all-benevolent Consciousness, the macropsychic volition holds the strings of evolution. The Supreme Consciousness (and its macro-psychic volition) is not a
dualistic god as religions understand it, but the embodiment of Cognition (Cosmic Intelligence) and the cosmic energy,
which made it possible for creation to occur in the first place. So the Cosmic Operative Principle can never outperform the
Cosmic Cognitive Faculty to which it is subservient. Equipped with understanding of the missing link between organic
and inorganic, through a science of the building blocks of subatomic structures, developed minds shall be able to motivate
human beings to create a harmonious society where all can live in the balance, harmony and inspired love of cosmic
divinity. This alternative scenario provides a hopeful and assuring benevolent future for human society.
Furthermore, each human being possesses something that has the potential to be connected with that highest
consciousness. That unit consciousness is the real ‘owner’ of all that we can truly claim as ours. Thus, while machines
may begin to control the bodies or crude minds of humans, they can never overpower the unit consciousness since
machines do not possess the subtlest consciousness of humans. If they ever can, the same laws of consciousness, which
Cosmic Consciousness represents, will guide them, too. Cosmic Consciousness is not merely a repository of all power, but
also of infinite love. This love will continue to preserve and nurture an alternative scenario for the human society of the
future.
It is with this premise that the philosophy of neohumanism propounded by Shri P.R. Sarkar asserts that every entity in the
universe will always have two basic values—existential value and utility value. Furthermore, the reins of creation do not
lie ultimately in the hands of frail or super humans but with a higher power, the macro-psychic volition of divine Supreme
Consciousness. Humans can unite with the highest consciousness, but that is only possible through a process of increasing
expansion of magnanimity of mind until the interests of all become the interests of each entity. Machines will never be
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able to become one with Highest Consciousness without going through the process of emotional enlargement and psychospiritual development. So even in the age of artificial intelligence and augmented reality, humans, as the owners of AI,
will need to undertake such meditative practices that will enable the unification of the unit consciousness with the
Supreme Consciousness. That alone could satiate their eternal craving for greater happiness, enlarged magnanimity,
everlasting bliss and realization of Love Divine.
The primary task for the leaders of the human race today is, therefore, to build systems, which will nurture a neohumanist
spirit in all domains of human endeavor. No other ideology is comprehensive and compassionate enough to care for the
welfare of all beings—sentient or non-sentient. All have a place in this creation and we must learn to understand and
preserve the existential and utility values of all manifestations of Supreme Consciousness. This work needs to be
conducted by the wisdom teachers, neohumanist educators, and by the institutions that prepare the young for the
challenges of tomorrow.
As for the questions raised earlier about the nature of a future human society, all we can say at this point is that
evolutionary forces will continue to transform us in myriad ways. While there may be greater control over our bodies and
crude minds and the world around us, the inherent reactive momenta embodied in our genetic codes will continue to
manifest diversity of unparalleled proportions. The source of diversity in creation comes from the subtler domains of
existence and we must respect that diversity and preserve it in order to maintain the aesthetic quality of creation. So in the
world of AI and machine learning, humans will still be in command and will still serve as the trustees of the real owner,
the Supreme Consciousness. Hopefully they will act in the interests of all—animate and inanimate, living and non-living,
humans and machines. If, overall, they do not, at least some humans will have the wisdom to replace controllers of
artificially intelligent machines with greater benevolent consciousness through an intellectual revolution empowered by
the force of the collective spirit. Our gurukulas will help assure that there will be enough progressive individuals with such
wisdom at all times.
Thus, human beings should use the spare time generated by increased use of AI to serve fellow living beings through
imagination and creativity, make greater use of intuitional intelligence and experience the coveted joys of spiritual
stillness and divine bliss-consciousness, the inherent longing of human existence. The culture of devotion is a blissful
legacy of the human race. It would be a shame to lose it to a culture of robotics and a mechanistic futuristic scenario.

Inequality and Technological Progress
By Dr. Edward McKenna

The degree of income and wealth inequality has reached such proportions that we are no longer able to actually
comprehend its magnitude. What does it actually mean to say that someone earned $100 billion in a single year? We know
that 1 billion is a big number, but it is difficult to know what the difference between $1 billion and $2 billion really means.
Here is an illustration that helps us to picture what is taking place with respect to the distribution of income and wealth.
Imagine a football stadium filled with 50,000 fans, one fan to each seat. Now we begin to distribute the seats unequally,
and we attempt to squeeze 49,999 fans into one seat, while the remaining fan is free to take any of the remaining 49,999
seats. This is what we are attempting to do with income and wealth. One person gets to own virtually the entire stadium,
and the rest of the world's population must fit into one seat!
Inequality of this magnitude raises many concerns. In this article I will look at just one of these concerns, fear concerning
the impact of technological change. Technological change has always raised fears in the minds of workers, fears of lost
jobs and fears of lost ways of life and community. The Luddite movement, named after Ned Ludd, a British worker who
lived in the late 1700s and who supposedly destroyed several knitting frames, was one of the earliest expressions of such
fear. The development of new technology in the early 1800s raised concerns that workers would no longer be needed to
produce output. In response, the Luddites undertook several raids in which machines were destroyed. But, while Luddites
have been portrayed in history as being anti-technology, the truth is that their real concern was to ensure that technological
change would be used properly to the benefit of all.
Economists are fond of pointing out that fears concerning technology have been largely misplaced. The common refrain
that we hear economists exclaim is that technological change has always produced more jobs than it has destroyed. While
this has been true up until now, the simple concern with numbers of jobs created and destroyed misses the essential fear
that both Luddites and modern-day workers share. While in the long term more jobs may be created than destroyed, this
does not guarantee that the new jobs created will be occupied by those who have lost jobs, nor that the communities
experiencing job loss will benefit from the new technology. While technological change may bring net gains, the
beneficiaries of such change quite frequently are not those whose jobs and communities have been destroyed. Quite
simply, the gains from technological change are rarely equitably distributed.
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Concern over the impact of technological change is once again rising among both economists and the general public. One
example relates to the development of new forms of energy. During the last presidential election, Donald Trump promised
that he would bring back the coal industry in the United States. Now there is virtual unanimity among energy experts that
this will not take place. Technological advancement has made natural gas both economically more efficient and
environmentally less harmful (though still harmful!) than coal. Numerous studies have demonstrated the adverse health
impact that coal mining has not just on coal miners themselves, but on everyone living in a coal mining area. Rates of
cancer, heart disease, and hypertension are all significantly higher in coal mining regions. Life expectancy of coal miners
is just 53 years, more than 20 years less than average life expectancy. Indeed, in coal mining areas, life expectancy for
everyone has been declining. One might expect that such statistics would make states such as West Virginia, where coal is
a prominent source of income, wary of any presidential candidate promising to reestablish the importance of coal. Yet
West Virginia voted for Donald Trump over Hillary Clinton by more than 42 points, the highest difference of any state in
the country, a difference that is unusually large by any historical standard. Were West Virginians expressing an irrational
hope for the comeback of an inefficient and environmentally destructive technology, or were they simply expressing the
desperate hope that they and their communities not be victims of advancing technological knowledge which, while
beneficial for human society overall, would not be beneficial to all? One simply needs to look at the desperate shape of the
Appalachian region to know the answer to this question.
For economists, technological progress is simply an unmitigated good. In its simplest form, technology is just a body of
knowledge that enables us to utilize resources to produce output. Improvements in technology are simply improvements in
our knowledge. Improvements in technology mean that we can produce more output with fewer resources, i.e., that
production efficiency is increased. And, in the long term, the standard of living of a society can only be increased through
technological gains, that is through productivity increases that come about through technological improvement.
Unfortunately, economists rarely look beyond the efficiency argument to look at the distributional impact on both
individuals and communities. And, as the recent work of Thomas Piketty so clearly reveals, this lack of attention to
distributional aspects is helping to foster the growth of social tensions to such an extent that social stability itself is
threatened. When productivity increases, it is possible for workers to receive higher wages and for businesses to receive
more in profits. When everyone sees their standard of living increasing, there is much less of a conflict over the fairness of
a given distribution of income. But what recent empirical evidence clearly demonstrates is that while productivity gains
continue to be made, wages in countries such as the United States have stagnated. This means that workers are more
productive, but are receiving a smaller and smaller slice of the economic pie. The distribution of income is becoming more
and more unequal even as technological progress is made.
It is in such a context that technological progress comes to be feared. But it is not technological advancement itself that
should be feared, rather it is how the gains from technological advancement are distributed and how these gains impact
communities. The great danger we now face is that the gains from technological improvements are accruing to only a
small segment of the world's population. And, while technological gains, at least in the long term, benefit humanity as a
whole, in the short term they often destroy communities, especially communities that become overly dependent on a small
range of activities, activities that can be made superfluous through technological progress. There are many individuals and
groups developing solutions to these problems, solutions that involve education, job guarantee programs and programs
that help communities become more self-reliant and sustainable. It is time for us to listen to these individuals and groups.

A Research Note
by Brian Ragbourn PhD
When Dr. Pari Spolter* did calculations, using data about the known weight and velocities of spacecraft, space-stations
and satellites orbiting the Sun and the Earth, she found that the textbook Newtonian formula for gravity does not hold up.
Her alternative model concludes that the attraction is attributable to a centripetal force as opposed to Newton's linear force
which neglects the spin of the Sun and the Earth. In my opinion, this shows some similarity with Shrii P. R. Sarkar's
views on Cosmology as elaborated in his discourses on Brahmacakra – the Cosmic Cycle of Creation.
I have accumulated a body of astronomical and geodetic evidence in support of Dr. Spolter's research and Shrii P. R.
Sarkar's yogic philosophy, the hypothesis being that the centripetal force relates to the electrical/magnetic/torsion-field
effects of spin, and that tidal forces are attributable to the rhythmic interplay between the gunas. This research is based on
neglected mainstream studies, common sense, and ongoing practical plant experimentation. If you are interested in this
topic and would like to see/comment on a working draft entitled, The Crimson Glimmerings of a Spiritual Cosmology,
please contact me.
Contact: Brigunath <sunriseeducationtrust.research@gmail.com>
* Pari Spolter 1993 Gravitational Force of the Sun
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Semal (Red Silk Cotton) Tree Conservation is
the Need of the Hour
Talk by Dr. Vartika Jain
Udaipur, India, 26th February, 2018

An awareness talk on conservation of the Folk Medicinal tree, - Semal, was given by Dr.
Vartika Jain to Volunteers of a special National Social Service (NSS) Camp going on in
Rajasthan College of Agriculture, Udaipur, India. Dr. Vartika is Secretary of the Society for
Microvita Research and Integrated Medicine (SMRIM) and works as Assistant Professor in
Govt. Meera Girls' College, Udaipur. She is also a member of the National Academy of
Sciences in India.
Dr. Vartika emphasized the multi-potentiality of Semal tree (Red Silk Cotton Tree) and its
importance in spiritual, ecological, socio-cultural, medicinal and commercial fields and showed
in her presentation how the existence of even a single species is important for balancing the
entire ecosystem. She said that due to its fire-resistant property, the Semal (Red Silk Cotton
Tree) tree is associated with mythological character 'Prahlad' and is being cut in huge quantities every year for burning in
the Holi festival in the Mewar region without any sincere re-plantation efforts and hence its conservation is an urgent need
of the time. Students were motivated for its mass planting and for use of eco-friendly neohumanist approaches such as
Iron-pole for burning Holi, thereby helping in the Semal conservation mission which has been run by SMRIM for the past
eleven years. She said to follow the rule of Think Globally but Act Locally and work for problems prevalent in the
surroundings.
In the end, NSS program in-charge Dr. S.C. Meena gave thanks to Dr Vartika for her motivational talk on conservation of
a single plant species and thereby finding solutions to local problems.

Iron Holi - A Neohumanist approach to save the Red Silk Cotton Tree
Project developed by Dr. Vartika Jain
The Red Silk Cotton Tree / Semal (Bombax ceiba L.), an important medicinal tree also
having spiritual, commercial, ecological and socio-cultural significance, is burnt
traditionally in huge quantities every year in Udaipur, India on the occasion of Holi
festival. Rural people cut the trees from nearby forest area and sell them at a meager
cost of $10-15 in the city. The Society for Microvita
Research and Integrated Medicine (SMRIM),
Udaipur, has been working for conservation of this
tree for the past eleven years through various
approaches. SMRIM secretary Dr. Vartika Jain said
that SMRIM has introduced the novel concept of
burning an iron-pole as a Holi pole instead of any
tree and implementing this alternative at various
places in the city since 2011. These iron poles are an
eco-friendly, cost-effective and a durable option for
Holika-dahan. Besides, SMRIM has done massive
plantation of Semal saplings in and around Udaipur city.
This year also, a collective eco-friendly Iron pole Holika dahan was celebrated on 1st
March, 2018. The society president, Dr. S. K. Verma told us that this neohumanist
approach to save Silk Cotton tree was implemented at Chitrakoot Nagar, Panchwati,
Ram Singh ji ki Baari, Udaipur along with few places at Bhinder and Kanore. The iron
pole was wrapped with dry grass and hay material and burned without using any
firecrackers. In this way, a pollution-free Holika-dahan was observed so that Red Silk
Cotton trees could be saved. He emphasized the importance of the re-plantation of
Semal trees so that the plant could be saved for future generations. Inder Singh
Rathore, Anju, Taponistha, Rahul, Girdhari lal Soni, Om Vyas, Dinesh Sharma,
Kailash Choudhary, Gopal Soni and many others have worked hard for successful
celebration of this neohumanist event.
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Gurukula represented at the
Golden Jubilee Celebrations in the Philippines
The Founder of Gurukula, Shrii P. R. Sarkar visited the Philippines in 1968 for the first
time. The golden jubilee celebration took place in March 2018 to honor his visit, during
which he laid the foundations of a movement for social transformation and spiritual
development. Kulapati of Ananda Marga Gurukula, Dada Shambhushivananda, was the
chief guest at the celebrations. Celebrations included youth programs, public talks, nagar
kiirtan (kiirtan through the streets), cultural programs and a youth leadership training
seminar (see separate article).
Besides this youth training seminar, about twenty-five youths also learned meditation
and over fifty youths presented an inspiring and educative cultural evening.
Fifty youths were awarded "Pillars of the World" Medals by the guests of
honour. With thanks to the sponsors, the youth also planted fifty Calamansi
plants.

The President of the Philippines sent an
encouraging message to the Golden Jubilee
Celebrations Committee on March 29, 2018.
Simultaneously, another program was held at
another location in the Philippines which also
attracted over three hundred persons. Didi
Anandrama represented Gurukula there.

April 4, 2018
Mr. Gregorio G. Deligero
Director IV
Head, Correspondence Office
Office of the President of the Phillipines
Malacanang Compound, Manila
Dear Sir:
It is with great joy and gratitude that we acknowledge
the receipt of the greetings and the special message
extended by His Excellency, The President of Phillipines,
Rodrigo Roa Duterte for Ananda Marga's Golden Jubilee
Celebrations being held this year.
Ananda Marga in Maharlika is greatly honoured by the
encouragement given by His Excellency and we assure that
we shall remain ever ready to support all government
initiatives in the development and welfare of our society.
Very truly yours,

(for)
Acharya Bodhaprajinananda Avadhuta
Sectorial Secretary, Manila Sector
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Neohumanist Convention - The Era of Neohumanism
Florence, Italy - April 29, 2018
Under the auspices of “Accademia Neoumanista”, the Firenze (Italian) chapter of
Ananda Marga Gurukula held the launching convention of a global neohumanist
movement on April 29th 2018 from the same place where the Renaissance and the
movement of Humanism was once initiated by leading intellectuals. The theme was:
“From Humanism to Neo-Humanism”.
The first presentation was given by Dr. Silvia Cescato, (PhD in Human Sciences), on
“Le Basi Del Neoumanesimo” (the Basics of Neohumanism). This erudite introduction
was followed by four other presentations. Dr. Sara Boscolo (Semiologist and
Researcher) spoke on “Dall umanesimo al neoumanesimo” (From Humanism to
Neohumanism) and traced the historical liberating contributions of intellectuals like
Tommaso Moro, Erasmo da Rotterdam and the like. Dr. Alexia Martinelli (Pedagogist
and teacher of yoga and meditation) captivated the audience with her presentation on
“Neoumanesimo in Famiglia” (Neo-humanism in the Family).
The last two presentations
showed how the movement of
Humanism had failed to solve
the problems of human society
and that there was a need for a
fresh perspective to solve the
problems of ecology,
sustainability, disparities and
diversities. Katjusa Viel gave a
colourful musical presentation
on “Neoumanesimo a Scuola”
(Neohumanism at School).
The concluding talk was given
by Dr. Shambhushivananda who
shared the neohumanist projects
from around the world and
stressed the need to address the
problem of growing disparities in
the world through a
compassionate outlook espoused
by the philosophy of
Neohumanism.
Among the audience were also
present Jose Galindo and Marcela
Virchez of Mexico City who
vowed to bring the message of the conference to Mexico.
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Upcoming AMGK Events and Celebrations
Next AMGK Global Conference
An Alternate World is Possible:
Ushering in the Neohumanist Era
July 2019
The next Ananda Marga Gurukula Global Conference will be held in
mid July 2019, in Ydrefors, Sweden. Details to be announced. Please mark
your calendars. If you would like to be involved in the planning, please write
to amgk.glo@gurukul.edu.

Shrii P.R. Sarkar
Centenary Celebration
100th Anniversary of
Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar
May 2021 – May 2022
Sponsored by Ananda Marga Gurukula, the P.R. Sarkar Institute is
working towards a year-long celebration to honour the 100th
anniversary of the birth of Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar.
To celebrate this special occasion we are working on an interactive
exhibition, documentary film and table book of his life, mission and
teachings.
Shrii P.R. Sarkar, also known as Shrii Shrii Anandamurti
(affectionately, Baba, to his followers), was a spiritual master,
philosopher, seer and social-activist whose sublime teachings cover a
wide spectrum of thought including spiritual practice, spiritual and
social philosophy, cultural renaissance, socio-economics, education,
language, literature, music, science, medicine, psychology and
ecology.
We invite your participation in sharing creative ideas and/or being part
of the global working team to help organize and coordinate the
celebrations around the world. We also invite your contribution of
stories, documents, images, audios, videos, historical artefacts, media
articles, art, literature and other archival materials.

Spiritual Lifestyle
Training in Ydrefors,
Sweden, June 21-27
Led by Dada Shambhushivananda
Contact Madhava for details:
miso2012@gmail.com

Please contact us to arrange for your contribution
to be submitted for consideration:
info@prsinstitute.org
See also:
www.prsinstitute.org
www.facebook.com/PRSarkarInstitute
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Upcoming Workshop November 14-17, 2018
Leadership Matters:
21st Century Visions and Capacities

Facilitated by Dr Marcus Bussey and Satya Tanner
at the Lotus Centre, Den Bosch, The Netherlands
Leaders in the 21st Century are at a loss. The old models
are failing us everywhere and no clear direction is
emerging to guide future leaders in ways that sustain and
nurture them. Increasingly people are working at the
grass root level to shape their futures. Such grass root
leaders of course often draw upon old models of
leadership and run the risk of becoming the mirror of the
forces they are challenging. Increasingly however, a new
form of leadership is emerging.
Such leaders have clear values, a moral and inclusive
vision of the future and a sense of hope. They also have
skills in terms of knowledge relating to the systems
available to them in the world to achieve change and the
creativity to think beyond systems when they constrain
our capacity to achieve just and sustainable outcomes for
their communities, for the planet and for themselves.
The Leadership Matters workshop scheduled for
November 14-17 is a four-day process that takes
attendees through exercises that will enable them to
reflect on their values, vision and sources of hope. It will
also look at the knowledge-base for successful leaders in
the 21st century.
In the Leadership Matters process we will develop a
sense of the open-ended potential of leadership as a
process of working collaboratively on the key issues
faced by people and planet today. Sarkar’s vision of a
Neohumanist society in which the voices of all beings
are honoured is one important dimension to this work as

is the need for leaders to be self-sustaining and inspiring.
The work of Sara Parkin is also a source of guidance and
acts as an invitation to both current and future leaders:
To be most effective most quickly you need keep four
wheels turning simultaneously: your self- knowledge and
broad general knowledge; how views about how the
world works shape what people believe and do; the
quality of your relationships with others; and various
tools to sustain your personal learning and to improve
the capacity of sustainability-literate action in others.
Ultimately, your learning should translate into your own
distinct leadership model or ‘persona’ which guides your
behaviour and the actions you take.

What to Expect
This workshop series explores leadership as an art form
which engages us both as individuals and also
communities. It moves through four stages looking at
leadership contexts, exploring tools for leading (and
following), recognises that leaders are many and varied
and that understanding our leadership style is key to
facilitating strong compassionate leading and turns
finally on the last day to the calling of leadership in the
21st Century.
The workshop recognises that leadership has a spiritual
dimension and that this element of leadership is often not
recognised in leadership studies. Consequently, this
workshop brings in specific terms from the yogic
tradition to stimulate reflection on leading. It also
includes daily meditation sessions to charge our
days with a spiritual flow. One aspect that is
key to this workshop series is the role that the
collective plays in leader development. Positive
leadership works on developing one’s internal
reflective abilities along with a deep
commitment to serving the world.
Open to aspiring new leaders in
social, political, new-business and
environmental change:
 Change-makers with a strong inner
calling
 Change-makers that will shift the current
global paradigm and will function as a
catalyst for harmonizing our relation to
the planet
 Human-beings who aspire to become the
change they want to see in the world
 The grass root leaders for the 21st
Century
For more information and to register
contact: info@lotus-training.nl
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Introduction to the Global Gurukul Conference
July 13-17,2018

Empowering Youth for a Neohumanist Society
After women, teenagers consist of the
second most vulnerable group in
society with regards to violence. It is
also the most challenged group with
regards to suicide and mental health
issues. In fact, suicide in many
countries is one of the top three
causes of deaths among youths below
21. And yet, as the recent events in
America have shown with the March
for Life movement, it is the
dynamism of youth that can spur a
society forward towards a more
human and compassionate society. At
this conference we want to encourage
all participants to consider starting
activities for adolescents to encourage
them for such a role of change and
hope based on Neohumanist values.

The Role of Youth
The nature of life is to change and to grow. Where there is
no change, it is just like the condition of death. In all
living structures, the young are resilient and open to
change. If a limb of a child is broken, it heals quickly. If a
child is mentally wounded, he or she soon recovers. When
new ideas and technology come forward, it is the young
minds that can grasp them. The old become fossilized. To
move the old is an effort; for the old to adapt to change is
difficult.
Our world needs a great change in order to move
forward and progress. A new order, a new wave, will have
to take the place of the old to remedy all the physical,
social, intellectual and spiritual ills of the world. As the
vanguard of this new movement, the youth are
indispensable. It is the youth, and the youth only, who
have the vigor to bring about the necessary change. It is
the youth who have the resilience to change and adapt and
implement the vision of a new society. Without this
vision, without the youth, the world will continue in the
morass of suffering, injustice and exploitation that is our
present social condition. It is the youth of the world only
who can help bring about the new world order and the
vision of a new humanity.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar

Yolande Koning is also a key note speaker and will present on the “Development of Children for Future Challenges”.
Founder and Director of Zonnelicht in S Hertogenbosch in the Netherlands, with 340 children between 0 and 12 years
of age, she also founded, and is training teachers in NHE at, Lotus Centre which is a training centre for educational
renewal.
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Conference Program
In this conference we offer different topics on the first two days, related to adolescents and their development:
● Some dealing with Neohumanist core principles: Yoga and Biopsychology, Meditation and Moral Concepts for
Teenagers.
● Extending compassion with regards to nature study, social activism (PROUT), art and service.
● We also have included workshops for special needs education, the ecology of joy and the STUVOL model we
apply currently in S.E. Asia.
On the third day we focus more on the development of Neohumanist activities for teenagers. How to start STUVOL
activities, how to support and reinforce each other (Neohumanist Network) and ways to develop the skills for managing
youth activities.
The overall aim of the conference is to stimulate an ongoing spirit of STUVOL activities around the world. Even though
today we are in the mountains on a small tiny ‘green island’, we are not alone: the world, nay, the universe is watching to
develop the spirit of universal love in all aspects of life.

STUVOL
Neohumanism, at its core, is the embrace of the deepest compassionate human values and applying these in social, cultural
and economic life. So, Neohumanism on a practical level consists of cultivating the mental and spiritual wisdom that
nurtures social action and the welfare of others. Such programs have been carried out around the world under the name of
STUVOL which stands for Student Volunteers and is part of the global Gurukul and Neohumanist Education programs.
This program was created as an extracurricular activity by Shrii P.R Sarkar and is similar to after school programs or
electives. “STUVOL offers students activities through which they can develop their service spirit and grow into caring and
benevolent personalities. Through STUVOL activities, students apply their learning, gain practical skills and experiences,
get scope to express their creativity and resilient spirit, gain confidence in their personal strength and share their joy with
others in the society.”
Some examples:
● Shining Stars in Syria started as a yoga for youth activity and gradually extended to social service work: visiting
children’s homes, garbage collection and cultural activities. Before the war, the guides of the Shining Stars
programs would visit regularly and develop their lesson plans unitedly.
● In the Philippines, a Yogi-guides program was set up, with similar activities.
● In Lebanon, a program of accelerated learning was developed where youths developed greater concentration
through meditation, breathing and yoga.
● In Romania, the STUVOL spirit was applied when helping youths who had grown up abandoned and abused in
the orphanages under the dictatorship of Ceausescu to find an education and transitional homes. Sponsored by the
European Union, children were introduced to principles of ecology under a STUVOL-inspired program of
bringing children into permaculture.
● At the Ananda Nagar High School, STUVOL programs have been ongoing for two generations, with parents who
attended STUVOL activities, now sending their children to the attend the same. n ndia the STUVOL programs
are different in nature, as the curriculum includes rabhat Sa giita songs, Sanskrit, inspiring quotations recital
(Ananda Vaniis), meditation, moral teachings, general knowledge, physical education including Tandava and
Kaoshikii, yoga asanas, philosophy and conduct rules. Once a month the students engage in public service such as
cleaning road areas and planting trees.
● In Taiwan, China and Malaysia, the current STUVOL programs are leadership trainings that inspire discussion
through storytelling, songs and drama on the three themes of
connection, communication and cooperation.
● In many other places around the world STUVOL is integrated in
the school programs, such as at the Progressive School of Long
Island, in the USA. Social service and personal insight are the
core values these programs inspire in their students.
● As STUVOL programs in different locations have matured, the
original STUVOL teachers are now inspiring school
management through consultancy services to provide
Neohumanist-inspired programs for their students. One example
is the work of Vishala Baker in the USA, but there are many
Patna, India STUVOL Program
more as we see a new dynamic in education to making education
transformative and socially engaging.
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Youth Leadership Training Seminar (LTS)
Ananda Kuranga Master Unit, Philippines
By Dada Jiitendra

The Youth LTS (Leadership Training Seminar) was held at Ananda Kuranga Master Unit in Maharlika from March 29 April 1, 2018. There were 16 youth leader participants who gathered to discuss ways to tackle various socio-economic
problems that beset Maharlika (Philippines). Some of the topics taken were education, population growth, degradation of
our natural environment, public transportation, land ownership, political dynasty, unemployment, drug abuse and lack of
discipline.
The session started in the morning with kiirtana, followed by a “getting-to-know-each-other” activity. The participants
were asked to express their perceived problems in society in a simple brainstorming-like fashion. Everyone gladly
participated. They were grouped into fours and joined by Proutists (Progressive Utilization Theory) to guide them in the
discussion of the issues at hand.
In the afternoon session, each of the groups was given the leeway to choose some problems to discuss and to offer some
solutions. Then they presented it as they saw fit. The facilitator offered some comments on the topic at hand from
Proutistic insights.
At the end of the session, the participants decided to form a group chat so as to further the discussion thru the web. They
named the group chat “LEFRÏESER” which is shorthand for LEadership, FRIEnds and SERvice. It was also suggested
that a full-blown three-day LTS be conducted in the near future, most probably in the newly acquired master unit in the
Baguio area. As of this writing, Jaya Krisna – an engineering student from De La Salle – has already created the chat
group with the rest of the participants as members. Presently, the group discussion is focused on Neohumanism.
.
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Second Youth Event, Philippines
By

' Mariano

Besides the leadership training, an additional youth event was held in Nagcarlan,
Laguna and attended by 56 participants from Metro Manila and other provinces. A
variety of activities were conducted including Introduction to Spirituality, treasure
hunting, adopt-a-child program, folk dancing, hiking, tug of war, swimming,
mountain climbing and rappelling. Kaoshikii dance, kiirtan dance, yoga asanas
and meditation classes were given to each group.
A night of appreciation was presented to the spiritual teachers and organizing committee. The program started with an interpretative
dance from Shanti, a violin serenade by Mau, presentation of the flags of the different sectors and “Harana” (traditional lyrical songs).
Kaosikii dance was also performed by the youth participants. A fire dance by Tina and Mahadev excited the audience. A surprise
dance by Dada Dharmadevananda completed the program with much laughter and a very inspiring kiirtan and short sadhana led by the
youth. A followup event is scheduled for the end of May at the same location.

Youth Leadership Training, Taiwan
By Rutger Tamminga
As part of the STUVOL program in Taiwan we have
developed a leadership training that involves conflict
resolution skills, discussion to develop greater personal
insight, and social activities to help students find greater
maturity. This leadership program is suitable for
adolescent students and has specific focus on building
better relationships with family, classmates and the
direct environment. It also aims to help students develop
a personal vision of what they believe in and what they
want to do in life.
Personal Practice
As with all Neohumanist education programs, the inner
development is an important part of all lessons and
activities. In Shrii P. R. Sarkar’s words: ‘Straight
forwardness in life is achieved only through sincere and
dedicated sadhana. (sadhana = disciplined introversion)
To be able to make the right choices in life, even when
under pressure, a strong inner compass is essential. The
leader is within, as they say. Through this personal
reflection of Quiet Time Mindtraining you will discover
“how your disposition, values, beliefs, and persona are
contributing right now to your success or failure”.
A second aspect of this leadership program is selfreflection, especially through contemplation of story
imagery (metaphors) and how this affects oneself. The
archetypical nature of stories arouses personal issues and
allows one to deal with memories, building a positive
attitude and self-knowledge. In the activities in this
guideline we offer different approaches for working with
stories:
 listening to the teacher tell the story
 visualizing the highpoint of the story with a
partner
 drawing 6 pictures on your own
 retelling the story to a partner, then the listener
becoming the teller
 going from imitating to innovating
 perhaps acting out, or at least working on the
physical aspects of storytelling

1. Connection
 Interpersonal Basics:
Pupils learn about the value of trust, respect, and
gratitude.
 Appreciation of Diversity:
Pupils learn to respect and appreciate people’s
differences and to understand prejudice and how it
works.
2. Communication
 Effective Communication:
Pupils learn to observe carefully, communicate
accurately and listen sensitively.
 Expressing Emotions:
Pupils learn to express feelings, particularly anger and
frustration, in ways that are not aggressive or destructive.
3. Cooperation
 Cooperation and Friendship:
Pupils learn to work together and trust, help and share
with one another.
 Resolving Conflict:
Pupils learn the skills of responding creatively to conflict
in the context of a supportive, caring environment
These three areas are introduced through stories, songs
and games with the aim of training peer mediators or
what we could call a ‘Peace Child’, someone equipped to
resolve conflicts as they arise.
Part of the training includes retelling the stories, giving
speeches and presentations about the issues and playing
dramas. This way the student will become thoroughly
familiar with the contents of the story and its lessons.
In Papua, New Guinea when warring tribes of headhunters made peace, they each exchanged such a peace
child. The children would grow up with the others' tribe
and if, in the future, conflict threatened between the
tribes again, those children would be sent to negotiate.
In our schools, homes, workplaces and communities we
need more people who are sensitized and trained to the
dynamics of building responsible relationships based on
social justice and fairness.
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Youth for a Neohumanist Future

Sustainability Solutions

Conversations with Grade 6

With Kerrie Kirwan at the River School, Maleny, Australia
By Didi Ananda Tapomaya
For the first term of the Australian school year, Grade 6 class (grade 6 calls themselves the Red Cedars) has had the theme
of: ‘Sustainability – Restoring the Balance by the Power of One’. Their teacher Kerrie tells how surprised she has been by
her students’ ability to reflect. “They are deep thinkers,” she says. “If our generation is to blame for this environmental
problem, maybe it is their generation that will, now and in future, solve it. While teaching them, I realised how easy it is to
forget they are only 11 year olds. They take full initiative in finding solutions.” When discussing renewable energy
sources they found information on wind-turbines. Children very soon suggested there should be domestic wind-turbines
for every home. “That’s how we lessen our carbon footprint – no emissions, no effect on climate change,” her students
enthusiastically claimed.
When asked what the theme title means for them, Obi explained how one country, one business, even one person can
bring change. William continued, ”People, one group realising how important it is. As those three businesses we went to
visit: they can affect thousands of customers, they have the power to change the world and the environment, not cutting
down trees, and taking care of the air.”
The class had visited a local independent supermarket IGA, a hairdressing salon, Hair on Maple, and a plant nursery
Forest Heart. The students had interviewed the owners and employees of these businesses on their sustainability uses,
recycling procedures and even about their choices of plants in their gardens and grounds. They also did visits in different
classes of their own school, interviewing students and asking what they do at home in regarding sustainability, and what is
done in class.
This is what Red Cedars think of future: there will be hovering cars, hovering fridges, too, high-tech everything. There
will be a change to new, creative ideas. Life will be easier for humans, but worse for nature and the environment. One
student was worried how all that high tech will be made with more or less impact on environment. Kiran: “We will be
flying over Amazon with a little plane, charting new rivers.” Chloe added: “It could be even tomorrow, or next year.”
Teacher Kerrie asked what they were thinking about sustainability and how to make people take more interest. She asked
what do they see as the most critical issue.
Dhriska: “Oil, production of plastic, which is ruining everything, that is really killing us. We need to stop using nonrenewable energy sources; methane gas is ruining the atmosphere.” Some children who had been listening, added, as did
Spirit in her calm manner: “We need to learn how much to re-cycle, not to throw rubbish.”
Rhys had a solution for oil spills; “Basically it’s humans’ choice. It is our choice how to if we still have a future.” For
Chloe the future will be sustainable: “We will not be wasting resources, not dumping into landfills.” Jacob thinks water is
important, especially drinking water: “Use less water, as in cities, then it will not run out as quickly.”
Chloe: “There will be a fight for drinking water, as there is no clean water at all in some places even now. If we came up
with an idea, we could filter sea water, with a straw that filters the water while you drink it, but not plastic.”
When asked about population growth and sustainability, more children joined and were eagerly adding their views. Seb
says: “There will be more people but the world will still be the same size. We might have to move people to Mars.” Kiran
speaks calmly about a bleak scenario indeed: “If we go on as we do now, there will be starvation and more poor people.”
Griska informs us: “Cows take up way too much land. There should be farming of food grains for people. In Canada they
are simulating, in a shelter, how life would be on another planet, with air, plants, and animals.”
Corbyn would grow crops near roads, build houses on stilts, which would not be taking much room; “We could grow
fungi under the houses or keep animals there, make a recycled water system, or grow half-sun plants under the house.”
Will knows some economical data: “Back in 2011, if we split all the money of the world, we would have had a million
each. Oh, and we should have a water system with a timer in the house on stilts.”
What follows next is a lot of discussion on this house on stilts; how would it be, what technology is needed, necessary
remote controls, and so on. All ideas were discussed and put through a scrutiny considering whether or not hey would
meet the criteria of sustainable living. Then all decided they should make a model. Discussion followed on different
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materials needed for it; clay, plasticine, metal stilts. Teacher Kerrie suggested replacing metal with bamboo, setting off a
discussion of bamboo structures, since it is the most renewable building material on the planet. Someone suggests we
should ban cows and use land for growing bamboo. Replace meat protein with mung beans. A question: “What if you
don’t like it?” The answer: “You’re in trouble, man!” Lots of laughter. Bubbling forth more ideas on the house: growing
vines of watermelon and pumpkin.
Kerrie tells how her students are very much solutions focused, they are not just trying to identify problems. She is sure that
the model of this sustainable house, a house on stilts, will be
built during next term. She will facilitate visits to the creek
where students can look for natural materials for making the
model of the house.
Towards the end of our discussion, a group of 5-6 children
have taken out a notebook, and are busy discussing and
planning the house. This can be heard:
“… if it was made of bricks, bricks of what? …bamboo needs
to be reinforced…all the time and effort spent on planning the
house… will be lost if we didn’t look for sustainable energy
source for the house….battery charger with wind turbine on the
roof, also
powering the
car……”

In the classroom left a model of a ‘seabin’ that sucks and
collects floating rubbish. Right an ocean-cleaning robot.

“The dream of the future first crystallises in the mind of the adolescent. So
adolescents should be taught, without indulging in narrow-mindedness,
through the medium of idealism. The minds of young adults are, however,
somewhat inclined towards realism, so in their case pure idealism will not
suffice. In order to educate such young adults, a harmonious blend of
idealism and realism is required.” - P. R. Sarkar

Guardians of Our Future – Council of All
Creatures - Grades 2-3
with Anna Robb

at the River School, Maleny, Australia
by Didi Ananda Tapomaya
A group of children sit on the floor in a circle with their teacher Anna Robb.
They have kept something on the floor behind their backs. There is also
another circle surrounding them; students from other grades, visitors and
parents, sitting on chairs.

Walrus tells her story in interview

The atmosphere is solemn, surprisingly so. The spectators are drawn into
that vibration of calm connection. Teacher Anna talks: “Let us open the
meeting”.
Children reach behind their backs and pick up their masks. They put them
on and from there on speak only as the animal their mask depicts. Anna also
has a mask, hers is the wise baboon speaking with respect and clarity. She
invites a round of introduction; a walrus speaks: "I am the walrus, I speak on
behalf of all walruses”. So we get to meet Mary River Cod, Ant Eater,
Honey Bear, Snow Leopard, Leatherback Turtle, and so many other
creatures from land, water and air, who have left behind their kith and kin,
and who have travelled near or far, to reach this important Council of All
Beings.

Polar Bear and the fast disappearing ice-floes
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Anna invites council members to speak on the real reason why they are here
today. And animals talk; some boldly, some with merely a whisper. They tell
heartbreaking stories about gradual destruction of their habitat, difficulties in
raising their babies, finding food and shelter. We, the spectators, mere humans
with two feet and upper limbs with hands, are asked questions with a tone of
unwavering respect about what do we really do in regards of our environment.
Then we stand up, put our hands on our hearts and take a vow to safeguard and
protect all beings on this earth.
To close the meeting, Anna tells: “All creatures, thank you for coming to this
meeting. Please, next time bring your mate, your babies.” And as a signal for
children to take off their masks: “Now we will turn”. For the final part,
children sing some of the songs they have practiced; ‘Kings and Queens of the
Forest’ has been one of their favourites this term.
Prior to the meeting in a circle, the audience members have had a chance to
meet these animals in their habitat enclosure and ask them questions. Children
from other grades have previously been given a clipboard each, with questions
to ask, and now they write the answers they were given by the animal. One of
the most poignant questions is how we humans could help the animal. Answers
told by these little creatures, embodied by Anna’s students of 7 to 9 years old
seem to cut through the loud clatter of our everyday thinking and reasoning.
The faces of the older, grade 6 students seemed to express deep thinking,
wonder and awe. Here they were, the stalwarts of the whole school,
participating and being touched in an event created by children so much
younger than themselves!

Snow leopard

Teacher Anna had learnt this style of collaborative and creative venture
building from Sue Attril, an experienced educator and also a River School
teacher from some years back. The theme of Council of All Creatures very
smoothly combined Sciences, Humanities and Social Sciences. During the term
children explored, investigated, and problem-solved, gradually gaining
knowledge and understanding in each animal’s perspective. They practiced
their ability to question, think critically and communicate clearly. And
crucially, they also learnt skills in how to create a happy, sustainable future for
the planet. Many of the parents were helping with the event, assisting in mask
building and constructing habitats. One of the activities for children was
painting a poster with each animal’s paw or fin prints. One child had painted Honey Bear tells thousands of words with one pose
translucent blue round circles; when asked, he explained they were the air
bubbles of his animal, the Blue whale!
In her planning for aligning it with the Neohumanist worldview, Anna
writes: The way towards a more harmonious, environmentally happy future
can only be through love. The saying “to truly understand someone, you must
walk in their moccasins” expresses the sentiment which epitomises this Unit.
The children look through the eyes of their animal, with fresh perspectives,
solutions and feelings towards their actions, which humans have imposed on
their environment. As the children grow in knowledge of the needs of all
creatures, they will develop great empathy towards all life. This unit
encourages the children to be ‘the voice of those who cannot speak for
themselves.’ The children learn to listen, empathise and care.

Leatherback Turtle is nowadays declared
vulnerable; a little bit improved from being on
the list of endangered beings.

”One should guide one’s conduct carefully
to ensure that one’s thought or actions
cause pain to nobody and are unjust to
none.” P. R. Sarkar - Neohumanism in a
Nutshell 2
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AMIA International Academy
Singapore
By Dada Premamayananda

The Ananda Marga Yoga Academy has changed its name to Ananda Marga
International Academy (AMIA). AMIA will continue to be an affiliate of Ananda
Marga Gurukula. This Academy is recognized by the Minister of Higher Education in
Singapore.
The following courses will be offered in the first year:
1) Future Economics
2) Neohumanist Education
3) Meditation
4) Yoga Teacher Training Certificate (totally in Chinese language)
5) Microvita
6) Yoga for Health
We envision a gradual build up of these public courses over two to three years.
The list of the above future courses has been accepted by the Council for Private Education of Singapore. Therefore it is a
great opportunity for all our possible teachers to prepare good classes to give to the public.
Every teacher will be paid according to the actual specifics of the course, i.e.
a) Number of classes conducted.
b) Number of students registered for that particular course
c) Number of hours of teaching
d) The main teacher will be eventually paid more.
Anyone interested please contact Dada
Premamayanda <dadaprema@gmail.com>

Yoga Academy Philippines
Dada Shambhushivananda gave a class on the Spiritual Journey
which was attended by 100 persons, many of them yoga students
and yoga teachers. There was a follow-up intensive session with
a dozen yoga instructors. Here Dada is, in a picture with all the
yoga instructors of the Yoga Academy in Manila.

Neohumanist College of
Asheville
The Neohumanist College of Asheville, located on 33
acres, completed construction in February on a 48 x 30 foot
barn that initially will store building materials for the
construction of our administrative building and then will be
converted into classrooms for science and art. The
construction on the administrative building is to begin in
late May. This two-story forty-foot dome will house
administrative offices and a large hall designed for diverse
activities such meetings, classrooms, meditation and yoga.
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New Primary School and Teacher’s Training
Center, Umanivas, India
By Didi Anandarama

Umanivas is the world headquarters of Ananda Marga Women’s Welfare Department. The Founder Shrii P. R. Sarkar laid
a blueprint for development in this remote tribal area of Purulia district. Education was a key focus since the past 40 years.
You can see young teachers still living in decorated mud houses riding bicycles to schools to teach or attend college in the
nearby town.
Umanivas has four Primary Schools, one High School with boarding facilities, Children’s Homes, farm, gardens, and
orchards. The new primary school will be located between the Children’s Home and the High School. The construction is
in process and. It is a 6000 square foot building and will serve as a model Primary School and Teachers Training facility.
There will be also a residential quarter for student teachers to live in.
The existing projects give the ‘tone’ to the learning atmosphere of spiritual sadhana, kiirtan in their daily routine that starts
before dawn and lasts until late evening. The air and water is very pure and supportive of one’s spiritual pursuits in this
ancient land of Rarh.
We are inviting you to be part of it by giving your support. You can support us in donations towards the construction,
with your expertise in rain water harvesting, sustainable ‘Ideal Farming’ practices, permaculture design, volunteering and
through educational material that you can bring on your visit.
For more information please follow us on Facebook Page ‘Uma Nivas’ and contact
didianandarama@gmail.com
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Annual Naturopathy Training in
Cebu, Maharlika Growing and Growing
by Vasudeva Wilfredo Menorias

This year in February the training was attended by 18 people from Mexico, Russia, Fiji, Australia, USA, France, Greece,
Taiwan, Germany, and of course from Maharlika (Philippines). The need and desire is thus universal.
GLOBAL HEALTH CRISIS
Wellbeing is a very important foundation of society. It is a vital factor for a society to function efficiently. In fact the
world has huge healthcare expenditures, on average about 10% of the world’s gross domestic product, according to World
Bank data. Many people are struggling with their health. In Maharlika alone, the following health statistics have been
mentioned from government agencies and other reliable sources:
- Over six million people are diagnosed to be diabetic, and we are warned that for every diagnosed case, another one goes
undiagnosed, which means there are 12 million diabetics in the country
- Last year, PhilHealth spent around 160 million US$ to assist patients undergoing dialysis, the majority of whom were
diabetics
- Many people are not diagnosed with diabetes until they suffer serious complications such as heart attack, kidney failure,
stroke or a gangrenous foot
- About 14 million Filipinos are diagnosed with hypertension
- One in five people aged over 40 develop heart failure and half of those will die in the first 5 years after diagnosis
This is not only true in Maharlika alone. Most countries have more or less the same, or even worse health realities. Most
people consider disease to be the enemy and look for different kinds of intervention to manage symptoms. Despite our
society’s attempts to address different kinds of disease, it seems that we are losing the battle. An epidemic is in our midst;
things must be done differently to have a different outcome.
THE WELLNESS CENTRE
The mainstream approach is physical and symptom-based, while the alternative approach looks at the individual as a
whole, addressing the physical, emotional, intellectual, spiritual and social dimensions. The Wellness Center is a
proponent of an alternative approach which is anchored in natural therapy and yogic principles. It has an international
presence with centres in India, USA, Taiwan, and its global office in Maharlika. It has been my privilege to receive Basic
Naturopathy training in the global office. For me, the experience that I had is a turning point of my understanding about
health. Looking back to when I still had no clue how to address my personal health challenges, I will never be the same
again.
EXPERIENCES IN THE WELLNESS CENTRE
My previous work involved a lot of stress, so that I chose to give up my job despite my great career. Searching for
answers, I checked online and found the Yoga Wellness Centre. Some of my friends had been there already and gave great
feedback. For the past few months I was just looking at the online stuff of the Centre. I never imagined that I would be
trained with its approach, only that one day I will be an advocate of holistic health. So I thought, this is my once in
lifetime chance, I have to grab it!
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When I arrived at the Yoga Wellness Centre, immediately I felt the soothing
atmosphere. The structural dome design of the building is awesome and is
surrounded with ornamentals and vegetable plants. Any person would recognize
that the cheerful and friendly staff contribute to an environment ideal for healing.
Then I was introduced to the rest of the trainees from different countries, all with
their own backgrounds. Despite the differences among the trainees, everyone was
united in the yearning to know more about natural therapy and to experience a
healing breakthrough. Diversity became an instrument for understanding various
points of view which facilitate personal development.
The daily schedule is filled with activities which for me is habit forming. Not less
than three times a day, we do kiirtan and meditation which enabled me to let go of
any mental disturbances. I led the kiirtan much of the time during the training,
which for me was a
great opportunity. We

Art Workshop

also had a class by a famous yoga instructor from Singapore
twice, aside from the daily yoga classes and asanas by
different teachers. The training was also attended by two
Acharya meditation teachers, so they were able to share their
experience and expertise. There is also a time dedicated for
cardio-vascular exercise with various options from treadmill,
exercise bike, elliptical machine, zumba and others.
Depending on each one’s health needs, we would have two
personalized natural treatments a day. They ranged from
hydrotherapy using mainly water such as Hipbath, Steambath,
Spinal Compress, Hot Footbath and Colema to treatments
involving other elements such as Mudbath and Sunbath.
Cooking classes are held in the afternoon teaching us how to
prepare
probiotics and other natural remedies, and of course beautiful sentient
detoxing vegetarian meals; most of the trainees find the cooking method easy
and the food tastes great. During evenings, activities range from art programs
to sharing of experiences and watching empowering movies about health.
Special programs were also done, such as having an experience of inner
dance (manifesting inner feelings), visiting an eco-house, nature outings, and
Bioenergetics which is a method of psychotherapy which aims to relieve
muscle tension to enable emotional healing by doing series of physical and
mental exercises.
Learning to extract clay to make medical mud packs

Dada Dharmavedananda, the Founding Director of the Yoga Wellness
Centre facilitates daily classes during the day. The classes are based on his
practical knowledge on yogic natural therapy, medical facts, and personal
experiences. He continuously involved the trainees in the discussion by
asking questions to stimulate our thinking process on the subject matter. This
paved the way for the theories and terminologies to better sink in our
memories. Practically oriented classes were also given by the chief medicalCebu Outing
in-charge, Chintamani and with the help of other staff on how to prepare and
execute all the natural treatments used in the Centre. A series of classes for the treatments to be used for different kinds of
diseases and healing symptoms was also given to prepare the students in their own naturopathic practice. On this note, all
of us had a taste of the theory and practice of what is being done in the Centre, and what we can do in our own places. For
example, we learned enough so that we can conduct weekend yoga detox retreats.
PRINCIPLES OF THE CENTRE’S APPROACH
The approach of the Centre is anchored in its guiding principles which make it different from the mainstream. First, people
who come to the Centre are not called patients but students. The reason for me is that it is a learning process that takes
place while students stay. Most have the time to listen to their inner guidance and also learn from the programs being
conducted. Second, as what the founding director always remind us, “Unlike many other naturopathy Centres, we do not
aim at our visitors coming back often. Our main goal isn’t making a lot of money but rather creating better, healthier
individuals who can easily maintain the lifestyle they learned here at home.” On this regard cooking classes are being
taught, natural treatments are using elements of nature, and a transition diet recommendation is given, all these will make
it easy for the student to continue with a better lifestyle after leaving the Centre. Third, it follows a way of cooking that
CONTINUED on PAGE 23
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Neohumanist Education: a small seed for everyone
Verona, Italy
by Alexia Martinelli

Ankur Yoga association was founded in 2017 to
study neohumanist education in depth through
research in practice. It also wishes to spread and
promote Shrii P.R. Sarkar’s neohumanist school of
thought. The activities we offer are meant both for
children and adults.
Our experience with kids has highlighted a constant exploration of kiirtan as the main means to nourish and sustain their
spirituality, daily. Musical activities and stories, written by our volunteers, are shaping different materials, books and tools
allowing the creation of meaningful learning situations and scaffolding, in the true spirit of neohumanist education.
Ideally, we would like to plant small seeds of Shrii P. R. Sarkar’s ideas in each person joining the association, in the hope
they will sprout one day. Anyway, this should remain a personal task and commitment, just like meditation is. Each of us
has, actually, the right to fully enjoy the responsibility of his or her own path and this is our first aim, with adults too.
If we analyse our culture and society, we can’t help noticing
how people consider yogic ideas as Indian only and thus as
incompatible with their everyday lives. That’s why we
organize projects and courses, so people can understand that
Shrii P. R. Sarkar’s teachings are absolutely day-to-day and
they are focused on everybody’s endless happiness. Our latest
project, involving physical practice, too, has dealt with Ripus
and Pashas (bondages and enemies). During the meetings, our
participants didn’t only receive information on bondages and
enemies, but there were also debates leading everyone to
consider these aspects within their lives.
As sustainers of education as a process of “bringing out” what already lies within each of us, we truly believe that
neohumanist and tantric philosophies shouldn’t be relegated just to a theoretical level. For this reason, we are exploring
the best ways to help people experience them personally, in faithful observance of Shrii P. R. Sarkar’s teachings. This is
the same modus operandi underlying the Yogasofia project conceived by Christian Franceschini, Cristina Terribile, Alexia
Martinelli and Salvatore Ingargiola, an initiative we’re supporting alongside the Onlus Cosmic Mind (Organization for
research and publication in the field of yoga and Neohumanism). Yogasofia aims at introducing the philosophy of yoga
into the lives of people of all ages. Daily practice leads them to the exploration of new paths, highlighting acquired
patterns or dogmas that need removing. Yogasofia promotes new social forms too. Currently, some projects have already
been activated in some schools in the north of Italy and soon there will be courses for couples and families.

CONTINED FROM PAGE 22 Annual Naturopathy Training in Cebu, Maharlika Growing and Growing
enables detoxing by not cooking in oil, but instead how to cook with water in the most delectable way. If oil (extra virgin
olive, coconut oil or other) is needed, it is used only when the dish is finished cooking so that the molecular structure will
not change, making it nutritious and easy to digest. Fourth, graduated fasting, the graduated approach means that step by
step, the food items are changed and reduced to prepare for the detox in relation to each student’s necessity and personal
preference. Fifth, which is for me the most important; the Centre highly considers the mental, spiritual, and psychological
aspects of healing with which all students and trainees are encouraged to participate during the scheduled time for kiirtan,
meditation and yoga postures.
When the training is almost over, everyone felt deeper connection with each other. I felt comfortable with all of the
trainees and all became friends. The day of the graduation was celebrated glamorously; we had a lot of fun with the
ceremony. Of course, anyone will always remember the sentient plant based dishes which were prepared for the event.
Training has come to an end; other trainees are going back to their respective countries while some continue with their
journey to other places in Maharlika and in another country. While the fact that the training is over, for everyone it is the
start of a new journey to make a better version of ourselves and impact our communities with the empowering knowledge
of Natural Therapy. As for me, with the fact that there is an epidemic of different illnesses in the country, it is my
responsibility and opportunity to share the great news that I learned from the training. While many are still relying on the
mainstream method with their health challenges, a voice in the midst of the society is saying, “There must be a better way
and that direction should be taken.” And the better way is the holistic approach, which is Natural Therapy.
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The Art Shed with Alieta Belle
at the River School, Maleny, Australia
by Didi Ananda Tapomaya

The Art Shed is attended by all students of the school, from the
youngest of the pre-kindy up till the oldest ones in 6th grade. All
students have at least one hour of teacher-facilitated art education
per week.
Alieta Belle, the art teacher (and an exceptional visual artist), tells
how usually students do art that relates to what they are doing in
class. The year 6 students are exploring the topic of sustainability
and have made linoleum cuts expressing their thoughts, feelings
and wonderings.
At first Alieta introduces the tool: the material of linoleum.
Children start learning the skills needed while experimenting and exploring the carving
tools and the printing process.
Then she facilitates children looking at the theme of the class: all possible aspects of
sustainability, and ideas arising from those. They also explore how different colours
give different feeling.
According to Alieta, art class gives children an opportunity to do something with their
hands. The main idea can be put as simply as: children get to do art. She likes to give
freedom for children to explore colours and textures.
Most importantly, she acknowledges the deeper learning that can happen in the childled process. This learning is scaffolded by the teacher, who offers basic aspects of
knowledge, and when children get excited about the learning, the teacher allows them
to take the lead in the learning process.
Recently, when visiting the creek, children found fungi, and a whole project of learning
came from that, as opposed to entering the creek grounds with a teacher limiting and
defining what to study today.
Alieta has established a protocol on how to visit the creek. Children learn that it is a
living home for animals and plants, and that they are visitors, guests in that space. She
and children will clap three times, then walk in silence down the path to the creek. With
this approach she creates a reflective process for children; after each visit and
exploration at the creek, they write in their journal about their experiences.
“My Creek
Journal”
contains a
colourful
collage of
drawings and
writings. There can be a mental map of the day’s
visit, actual maps of the creek, including details
and landmarks, such as big ferns, rocks, where a
catfish was sighted, etc. Alieta guides a
visualisation with children of their favourite
place along the creek, then asks them to draw it.
In this way, children can deepen their
experience, reflect upon it and find ways to
verbalise their thoughts.
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Art classes can be extended in various ways: a lino cut printed onto recycled material, such as old linen sheets, then sewn
on a T-shirt. River School children wear those with pride. So far they have done designs on endangered animals, appeals
for no fishing (a plate of shark-fin soup!), planting trees, and so on.
Apart from their normal scheduled art class, children can do art during their lunch hour two days of the week, when Alieta
is available to assist them in whatever art they might choose to do. She sees that those lunch hours have become important
moments and avenues for some children. They seem to use the time in art shed for processing their learning, integrating
aspects of their impressions. Art shed has a calm creative environment which is also helpful for children with special
needs in socio-emotional areas. In the nurturing environment of the art shed, doing art can be therapeutic for some.
Often she finds children running up to the shed asking “Is it today? “

Making a Statement, with Art, about the Environmental Impact of Plastic
One of the art projects this year with 5th grade students is an igloo made with recycled plastic milk jugs. We will be taking
part in an annual local event, “Kids in Action”, which is a program organised by the local council of Sunshine Coast. All
households in the council area pay rates for rubbish removal, sewage, water and other council services. In the normal
water bill there is also an environmental levy included, which is used to fund the Kids in Action event. This event will take
place in September, when 300 children from five pre-chosen schools will attend.
The idea of the Kids in Action Event is that there is a designated learning happening during the whole year, not just five
weeks prior to the event. Alieta says that River School is quite a
leader in this. In previous years she and the students have
explored paper making and eco-dye fabric, all the while
incorporating science into art. They have identified plants, looked
at their uses in modern day and in Aboriginal traditions, and have
found out how natural colours bond to different fibres: silk, wool,
cotton, linen.
This year’s theme is “Changing climate, changing lives”. Alieta
and the students have been looking at the ecology of the earth and
climate. They have chosen to build an igloo made of plastic milk
jugs. Our Regents, the 5th graders, will present and give a
workshop to all other kids in the September event. It will be an
art-based workshop to teach an environmental issue; children
teaching children. They hope that the message becomes visually
very clear; how much rubbish we generate without realising it.
They have made a statement regarding the climate change and
melting ice-caps, poignantly, with their plastic igloo.
Students had calculated that they would need 400 milk jugs,
which was achieved, and construction will start after Easter
break, in the second Australian school term. All the children
brought jugs from home, and a local coffee shop donated some,
too. The process of designing and building has integrated Math
into art. Also the value of service, while children have cleaned
them. Parents will be helping in constructing the igloo; this will
bring the parents to actively participate in the school campus and
will nurture the community feeling amongst all.
Into the walls of the igloo children have placed messages for
people to read. One can enter the igloo, open a lid of any of the
jugs and take out a message. With a true Australian wit and flair:
It’s a message in the bottle!
“Human beings, by their inborn instinct, have love for beautiful and subtle things. They appreciate and seek to cultivate
what is beautiful and subtle in their internal and external lives, and in the world of ideas. This love for art is the
fundament of the aesthetic science.”
P. R. Sarkar – Discourses on Neohumanist Education
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Sharing the Traditions of a Country
The Year of the Dog at MorningStar Preschool, USA
By MJ Glassman
Ni hao! Hello! Chinese New Year is a one month cherished celebration at MorningStar Preschool where we honor all
things Chinese. Chinese costumes, instruments, stories, animals from the Asian continent, music, foods, and other
traditions are experienced. The rooms of the school are decorated in red and with Chinese scroll paintings of tigers and
dragons. In China, every village wants to have a dragon! Chinese dragons fly without wings. They possess great magic
and wisdom. They help to solve problems and are greatly prized.
To replicate the feeling of fireworks, the children stomp on sheets of bubble wrap used for mailing packages. Pop. Pop.
Pop, they go as the children’s feet stomp on the plastic bubbles. Pop. Pop. Pop. Squeals of excitement and joy follow.
Children play the gong, drums, flutes, and other
instruments. The paper fans are brought out and
the Chinese fan dancing begins. The flute music
begins as fans go up and down and around. Little
hands are busy with various art projects like
painting with red and gold colors, lantern and kite
making. A few of the older children practice
writing some of the simpler Chinese characters.
Each Chinese letter tells a story.
Over in the corner four kids are playing Chinese
jump rope. An elastic rope is curled around two
chairs and students are
practicing jumping over it.
Some of the older children are
the playing pick up sticks game
and in the dramatic play center,
kids can be seen dressing up in
traditional Chinese clothing,
bowing to each other, and trying
to use chopsticks. At the
sensory table, there are small
plastic tigers, dragons, and
pandas to play with.
Yoga asana is practiced
throughout the month and they
select animals from the Chinese
zodiac. As the choose these
animals, they learn the male and
female names of some such as rooster/hen/chicken, tiger/tigress, ox/ bull/cow,
sheep/ewe/ram as well as snake, horse, goat, rabbit, dragon, monkey, pig, rat, and
dog.
The children are divided into 3 groups according to birth. Right now, we are in the
year of the Dog. What year were you born to? Students are separated into groups
by birth year and their name tag is put under the picture of that animal. Kiddos can recognize their name and the birth
animal’s picture it is under.
Chinese music floats through the school as children prepare for the Lion Dance parade and a visit from a Mandarin woman
who visits MorningStar every year during this special time. The Lion delightfully parades through the school.
Children play with red sand and sample dumplings. A Chinese story is told and children play outside with their kites and
streamers. Finally, they go to sleep dreaming of dancing and dragons. Wan’an. Good night!
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Village School for a Rural Community, Nepal
By Dada Kamalakantananda

As per the direction of Shrii P. R. Sarkar, the first school was
established in 1964 November in the eastern part of Nepal in the
Kathmandu Region. At that time this school was so popular in this
region that all the people longed to place their children in our
schools. Now, long after that era of the 1960s, we have recently
started to develop a totally new model of school in a remote and
backward village of Sarlahi district in the area of mid-Terai, where
most of the people are illiterate farmers, shepherds and cowherds
working day and night for their livelihood.
With the revolution and rotation of the planets and stars, these
village people are trying hard to adapt to social changes and to gain
an awareness of human rights and technological advancements.
In such a rural area, our school with NHE ideals has begun to create
a village model school for rural community welfare, not only for the
children but also for all people who did not get a single chance to
study even the alphabet and numbers. The whole society is a victim
of casteism, violence against women, dowry, child marriage, false
belief in witchcraft and many other superstitions and dogmas.
In the period of these past five years here in the rural community,
our school, Ananda Marga Gurukul Vidhyashram, has established a
day school for children, an adult and women’s education program,
girls’ education and literacy, medical camps, different awareness
campaigns, relief operations for earthquake and fire victims and
now, in recent days, an organic farming centre for all the village
farmers.
Without any further delay, the village school will educate the people
and children and train the farmers in the NHE ideals and master unit
concept for the rural community.

NHE Teacher Training, Nepal
April 7-11, 2017
Shantigar, Kathmandu
Given by GANE Taiwan

A very well received NHE
Teacher Training was given by
GANE Taiwan in Nepal in early
April. Topics covered were:
- Creative Storytelling
- Prop making
- Singing games
- Kids Yoga
- NHE Philosophy
- Developmental Psychology
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Education Training Camp

at Astiknagar (Varddhaman), India
By Didi Anandarama
The half yearly five-day education camp for the principals and teachers of Ananda Marga schools was held this winter in
Astiknagar, which was the ancient capital of Rarh and which is the oldest city in West Bengal and one of the oldest cities
in India. It is very close to the ancestral home at Bamunpara village of Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar, the founder of
Neohumanist Education. It is also close to Tagore’s Shantiniketan school.
The city of 300,000 population is a maze of small narrow streets with many decorative old buildings. The Ananda Marga
School is on one of these narrow streets close to the University of the city. The school started in 1967 in a humble way in
an old temple and over time it expanded to hold 700 students up to grade 10. It was visited twice by Shrii P. R. Sarkar. It
is a very popular school in the community. The recent principal Dada Krtatmananda added a much-needed stage and
meeting halls to the school complex.
This season’s ETC was carried out with firm discipline. Registrations were closed after 300 participants. Daily vigorous
early morning martial arts, yoga, collective soulful singing before
dawn, noon and evening and meditations reminded me of a modern
Shaolin temple.
The classes were on “Schools as Centers for Community
Development”, addressing the potential economic and cultural role
of our schools in their respective communities. Over years and
decades of focus on progress and good educational practices, this
dimension, although theoretically known, was welcomed as a
practicable dimension of our schools for social change.
Other classes were given by Danish Paul on “Method of Teaching”
and “Playway Demonstration”. An invited expert, Dr. B.N. Das,
gave a demonstration, which was very much appreciated, on how to
teach science to children. Other classes were on Vedic Math by Mr.
Siddhartha and English Teaching by N.B. Sarkar. The last two days
were classes on general school management, curriculum, exams and
preparing questions, how to teach children and understanding our
education by experienced principals. There was a grand educational
rally advocating the ideals of the practice of neohumanist culture
and education, in which all ETC participants, all school children
and all supporting parents took part.
This ETC was a landmark in the spreading of educational ideals,
invigorating local spiritual culture and neohumanistic practices and
strengthening and re-vibrating with the ancient roots against the
flood and onslaught of pseudo-culture and the prevailing shallow
educational veneer.
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Leadership
Based on
Spirituality
Three-day training for
teachers at the Lotus
Teacher Training
Centre, Netherlands
By Timotheus Rammelt

This winter a three-day Teacher-training
course took place February 15-17. This event
was organised for a group of about forty-five
teachers from the Netherlands. Our teacher
trainings are born from the neohumanist
school, Zonnelicht, in Den Bosch, where we have a rich tradition of these three-day events every year. This year’s event
was facilitated by the sister organisation Lotus-Training and had the title “Spiritual Leadership”. The program was open
to (aspiring) neohumanist teachers. The following article documents this event, some of our thoughts on the topic and the
experiences of teachers.
The event consisted of two simultaneous program paths: The program path for the new-to-neohumanism teachers, and a
program path for more experienced Zonnelicht teachers. In the program for new teachers, the focus was on learning about
the fundamental aspects of neohumanist philosophy. The more experienced teachers were involved in several workshops
and lectures with a focus on Leadership based on spirituality. Besides these focuses, the program included many shared
elements for individual and collective growth. In addition to a variety of workshops, (training) activities and presentations,
there was space to feel oneness through kiirtan and meditation, and teachers had the opportunity to learn or review their
personal meditation practices.
To make this multi-day event possible, Didi Ananda Devapriya and Satya Tanner came from Romania and Denmark to
support this immersive journey.

Why Leadership and Spirituality
After last year’s Neohumanist Philosophy for Education (Philosophy in Action) training it took some time to find the
connecting main topic for this year's training event. We had clarity about what was needed.
According to Yolande Koning, Director of Zonnelicht:
“Every year you build with the staff, trying to give them what they most need… always developing a step further.
Anticipating their future needs. At this point, to me, it is important that the teachers get the confidence to shine and stand
for who they are… this is important for the individual teachers who experience much more freedom in this way, it’s
important for the children that they guide, and it’s also important for the development of the organization Zonnelicht.”
“Teachers need to feel inner strength and determination. They need to be able to use that to express their unique
individual qualities as a teacher… and a leader.
The teachers also need to be able to maintain their emotional balance in the face of strong adversity. They need to have
the courage to develop progressive and disrupting thoughts – and bring them into the world. They need to be able to
create social awareness and security where there is too little – protecting the weak. These are all major leadership
qualities in a world where ever-faster change is the daily reality.”
Judging from the ideas we came up with, the scope was even broader than last year’s topic of Philosophy. It was clear that
more leadership was needed to empower the teachers.
But not the mono-dimensional type of business as usual. The spiritual leadership of neohumanism was needed. So the
topic was set: Spiritual Leadership. But spiritual leadership is a bit vague as a title. To be more specific, the event topic
was about leadership based in spirituality. This type of leadership, specifically related to teachers, as an embodiment of
the higher purpose—Education for Liberation.
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Leadership examples in the world
And in our effort to connect leadership with spirituality, of course we found many examples throughout the world who
inspire us, because great leadership “experts” outside of the world of neohumanist education also seem to be strongly
spiritually moved human beings.
Leaders that change the direction of society and politics in the world for the better are all fueled from the source within.
They have a strongly cultivated inner life as a source of purpose and direction and use it to guide people and inspire
leadership and action around the world. They help people to overcome obstacles and to look in a new direction, giving
hope, and spreading love and happiness from a deeply devoted attitude to serve the world.
For instance, Mahatma Gandhi, a mediocre advocate who became an inspiration for a nation and the world today.
According to his autobiography, by making his spiritual path the pinnacle of his life, he transformed his life and decisions
every step of the way. Other examples are leaders like Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King and the founder of Ananda
Marga Gurukula, all leaders truly based in spirituality, overcoming all major obstacles in their way.
In contrast; leadership without a spiritual anchor is often like steering an empty vessel on the sea without rudder. Being a
captain on a ship without a rudder…. the captain can steer but the vessel will not reach a beneficial or intended
destination.

Inspirational Leadership Quotes
“The persons who can dedicate their all to the thought of the great and inspiration of the Supreme are verily the greatest
heroes. Such heroes, indeed, are virtuous and they alone are capable of taking human history from darkness to light.”
nanda nii, January, 1965) Shrii P.R. Sarkar
“True leaders empower others to be great. They encourage and praise their accomplishments. Such leaders know that
‘who I am’ does not depend on ‘what I do’, or on titles or positions. As loving parents are proud of the accomplishments
of their children, these leaders show joy when others become great, too.”
“Ideal leaders are ‘visionary’, ‘coaching’ and ‘democratic’, and rarely use the less effective ‘pace-setting’ and
‘commanding’ styles.” Ideal Leadership, 2017) Dada Maheshvarananda

The Team and the program
We gathered a great team of leaders for a training about leadership, trainers all with a strong, developed inner life and a
clear leading capacity. The two primary trainers were Didi Ananda Devapriya and Satya Tanner, as I mentioned before,
but the program was enriched and spiced by many more trainers like Tapasii Popov, Rob van Vliet and John Dahkpo.
But also the teachers from Zonnelicht, who clearly
demonstrated leadership, helped to create this program to
infuse leadership from spirituality in the teachers, and of
course the director of Lotus and Zonnelicht, Yolande Koning,
who inspired this direction with her clear vision.
The three-day event/program consisted of several layers
 Meditation
 Live Music
 Content; topics and workshops
 Physical exercises
 Creativity & expression
 Sattvic Food
To create a feeling of unity and joy, each day started with
lively games to bring the subject of the day and the teachers to life. After this happy start, theory was discussed or shown
in many ways. Thirdly, we looked at how this applied to the lives and teaching of the teachers. After dinner, the day closed
with fun and inspiration in the form of a mystery tour, or a group discussion.
The first day started with some lively games, followed by the concept of Varna: the four main socio-psychological
archetypes, whereby human psychological, physical and social motivations and factors are expressed. The Vaishya
(acquisitor), Vipra (intellectual), Shudra (labourer) and Kshatriya (warrior) and how these archetypes live in each of us,
making us weaker or stronger as a leader.
From there a personal tree of knowledge, a personal wisdom-teacher-tree, was constructed and discussed, filling in some
new areas in answer to the question, “Who are you as a teacher and a leader?” From these trees the program flowed into
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the second day: “Who are you? Discover and design”, about finding purpose and core values in life. Altruistic Leadership
from Authenticity was the follow-up topic of the program. This topic covered theory about styles of leadership, rolegames, visualizations and the creation of a personal action plan for Leadership.
In the second group, emotions were explored in depth, and the difference between emotions and feelings. Also, the ‘Free
vs Un-free position in relation to emotions’, and specifically five main principles as an introduction for doing ‘The Inner
Work’.
The third day was coloured with “Mind for Life”, specifically asking how you can use your mind for the benefit of the
world as a teacher, and expressing and feeling this with music, dance and artwork.

Experiences
Best Random Teacher Quotes
“I had to find the best spot for myself in a big hall full of colleagues … being aware of
my relationship to colleagues. Becoming aware of these unspoken affinities was a very
strong exercise. How you relate to each other between groups of colleagues and
individuals became visible, touchable almost. Incredible! Why would anybody like to
stand in the shadow of another teacher? It was very fascinating to be aware of this
process and to find the best spot for myself in the Sun.”
“For me personally this was by far the best training in years; and I see many teachers
have grown in their leadership.”
“I got a lot of personal inspiration, mostly visible in small things. I decided to go a
little earlier to my work in the next week, to be better prepared. These small things
make all the difference.”
“I am happy to say that I have restarted meditating.”
“There was a lot of diversity in the program… it was breathing. De Djembè drums
were really great.”
“The training gave insight into my own state of being. One example is a game we
played about finding your own true self by choosing between a type of person (being
an entrepreneur or a fighter) with supplementary characteristics that were spread
around a room. I experienced some difficulties since I recognized myself in more than
one type of person. The game continued by walking around the same room and writing
down characteristics that I aspire to for the future. This gave me clarification into
which type of person I want to be and which supplementary characteristics I want to
develop more.”
From Elly - new to Neohumanist Education.
“Three days to develop with people who are familiar and people new to the education.
I was excited and full of attention when Satya quoted ... ‘The intuitive mind is a sacred
gift, the rational mind is a faithful servant. We’ve created a society that honours the servant and has forgotten the gift.’
These sentences wake me up and I take them with me on my way.
“To feel connected with the intuitive mind, kiirtan and dance/movement are wonderful tools. Musicians playing the drum
and dancing and singing as a group opens my heart, and made me feel enlightened and joyful, connected. Mindfulness
and meditation, the ‘happify’ video animations, the practice together as well as the individual meditation lesson from
Didi, it was rich to share and it fed me. I met beautiful people, looked at my colleagues with other eyes.
“Issshta, I know the meaning, how do I write it? The way to express and to make clear to people who never heard of it….
Playful learning by singing songs with movements and gestures. The awareness of love and compassion made me glow in
the dark.
“Let’s go back to where I started.......The intuitive mind is a sacred gift, the rational mind a faithful servant. This training,
or as we call it, development, has awoken my intuitive mind. I mean it was already there but needed a wakeup call.
“In the days after the training there was a very special atmosphere at Zonnelicht., We were singing the newly learned
songs and our eyes shined brighter then I saw before. In me there is a deep wish to participate in the Spiritual Leadership
Training, to learn, to teach, to build together. Namaskar”
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Sentiment, Rationality and Intuition in Neohumanism
Based on a workshop given by Didi Ananda Devapriya at the
Leadership Based on Spirituality - Teacher Training in Holland
What are sentiments?
Sentiments are fueled by emotional energy and are a
powerful motivational force behind human behavior.
Yet emotional energy, like other forms of energy - is a
blind force in itself, and thus emotions and sentiments on
their own, are not reliable guides to action. However,
when the raw, powerful energy of emotion is harnessed
and guided by rationality - it transforms into one of the
strongest forces of the universe.
During human development, it is natural and inevitable
that different sentiments form and create our sense of
belonging and identity as members of different social
communities - our family, our school, our friends, our
nationality, our gender etc. We form a positive "ingroup" bias for those that we perceive to be similar to
ourselves, and there is a sense of "other-ness" and "outgroup" bias for those that are perceived as outside of our
circle. Sentiments of inferiority and superiority emerge
from these types of experiences and form the basis for
stereotypes, prejudices and exclusion.
However, Neohumanism challenges us to use the
instrument of rationality to overcome our biased
sentiments, and continually expand our sense of
identification and inclusion in an ever-widening circle until we are able to identify ourselves with the universal
essence of all. The awakening of devotional sentiment or the feeling of love towards the Divine - is one of the
highest expressions of human sentiment. It is also one of
the most intense feelings we can experience, capable of
inspiring ordinary human beings towards acts of
incredible courage, sacrifice and nobility. Yet, even
devotional sentiment, if not directed by rationality, can
become a blind, destructive force. Indeed, how many
wars have been fought, and lives lost, supposedly in the
name of God or religion? Shrii P.R. Sarkar, the founder
of Neohumanism, explained that devotion without
rationality is one of the most dangerous forces in the
world, whereas rationality without devotion leads to
materialistic degeneration. On the other hand,
devotional sentiment, directed by rationality has
extraordinary transformative power, on both individual
and social levels.

What is rationality ?
The main factor that differentiates rational thinking and
decision making from sentimental impulse is the use of
the discriminating faculty of the mind, or conscience, to
regulate emotions and direct them with our willpower.
Sentiment tends to propel the mind towards action
without the intervention of conscious thought. Indeed, in
sanskrit, the word for our various types of emotions,
linked to different glands and cakras in the body, is
known as "vritti" - which translates to propensity - that
which "propels". These vrittis can propel us towards
endless whirlpools of desires, or towards subtle

experiences of divine realization. It is through the
activation and application of conscience, by taking the
help of ethical principles such as Yama and Niyama, that
we are able to channelize the blind energy of vrittis and
sentiments towards their highest expression.

Viveka and Intuition - the Inner Guide
When this faculty of discrimination is guided by
benevolence, it is known as "viveka". Viveka originates
deep within the mind, from the vijanamaya kosha or
wisdom layer of the mind. There are, in fact, a total of
three subtler layers of the mind, beyond the intellectual
layer, which form the intuition. The transcendental
knowledge and feelings that flow from the intuitive
layers of the mind emerge from the expansive, allknowing source at the nucleus of our being, rather than
from the limits of our rational intellect. The more that we
cultivate the connection to our source, through the
regular practice of meditation, the more that we purify
and clarify the all of the layers of our mind. This allows
the divine light of the soul to illuminate our mind and
guide our intellect through the faculty of viveka. The
daily practice of meditation can be compared to
scrubbing layers of accumulated grit off of a window, so
that it can regain its transparency and allow the rays of
sunlight to pass through it easily. The ultimate role of
viveka is to guide our emotions towards Ista - our divine
essence. When rationality is grounded in universal truth,
and takes the help of clear principles, to keep on track, it
leads to welfare. This is called awakened conscience.
It is one of the functions of the intellectual layer of the
mind, called manomaya kosa, to explore and evaluate the
truth of different ideas. At this level, rationality and
discrimination takes the form of scientific enquiry and
analysis based on logic. However, ultimately, subtle
truths cannot be experienced only by the intellect, but
must be realized by the intuition. On the other hand, if
we use the faculty of logic and rationality, without
grounding it in universal truth or connecting it to our
"vivek" and intuition, but rather limit its scope to
relative, objectively observable truths, we also limit our
full potential for wisdom and understanding. Our senses
are quite limited, even when enhanced with special
instruments and thus the knowledge gained in this way
will always be somewhat incomplete.

Desires at the root of negative emotions
Coming back to understanding emotions, it is our desires
(kama) are often the root of negative emotions. When
desire is blocked it can cause: anger, frustration,
depression. Envy arises if we see that someone else is
getting something we want and are not getting.
On the other hand, when desire is fulfilled, there is a
certain satisfaction and happiness, but it is temporary,
and the fulfillment of desire can create pride, increase
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ego, and lead to attachment, which is the fear of losing
the perceived source of fulfillment. It also can stimulate
the greed to have more and more. So whether desire is
frustrated or fulfilled, both directions are problematic for
achieving lasting peace and happiness.
Needs
Desire (Kama)

Blocked Desires
Frustration
Anger
Fear (of lack)
Envy

Fulfilled Desires
Joy
Pride
Attachment
Greed

However, when desire is directed towards the unlimited
Divine rather than the limited material or even
intellectual level of existence, devotional sentiment
arises. This expression of sentiment or emotion does not
lead to negative emotions, rather it elevates and brings a
type of bliss that does not depend on external
circumstances.

Instinct
While one of the characteristics of intuition is that it
operates beyond the conscious, analytic layer of the mind
- there is also another type of impulse that we can
receive from beyond the realm of conscious thought.
This is instinct, which unlike intuition operates from a
much cruder layer of the mind, known as kamamaya
kosa. Indeed, sometimes we can confuse the strong,
compelling urgency of an instinct with intuition, and
justify our actions as being intuitive.

How then to differentiate, then, whether an
impulse is coming from intuitive wisdom or
instinct?
The mind has five layers (sensory, intellectual, creative,
intuitive and blissful). The layer of mind that interfaces
with the external environment is called the kamamaya
kosa, the layer of desires. The senses bring information
from the external world in contact with the mind, which
forms desires that then causes the body to act through its
motor organs in order to fulfill desire. (a There are four
basic survival instincts that operate in this layer of mind
- they are hunger, sleep, fear, and reproduction. It is not
our subtle intuition that causes us to be infatuated with a
potential mate, nor that tells us to sleep in late, or to
avoid danger - rather these come from the instinctual
level of the mind. These instincts are designed to keep us
safe and healthy, but must be filtered through
conscience. It is quite problematic to follow such
instincts blindly without engaging a deeper process of
discrimination. In fact, the very process of utilizing the
power of discrimination, activates intuition.

they must be channelized and directed. We can choose to
either be the "captain of our ship" or to allow ourselves
to "go with the flow" of instincts and desires. A skilled
captain is much more likely to reach the destination in a
reliable way, rather than someone who is allowing the
ocean currents and random winds to sail the ship in the
easiest, but most haphazard way. That "still small voice"
of the conscience, provides us with a compass to
navigate the stormy seas of desires and instincts. With
practice and sincerity, that compass becomes an
increasingly trustworthy guide to action.

There are three ways we can channelize our
instincts and desires:
1. Inner work through meditation –by redirecting our
energy towards self-realization
To enter in contact with our inner, guiding self, we do
not need to eliminate all desires, but rather to cultivate a
strong, single-minded desire to experience that contact.
Meditation also cultivates the ability to detach from
reactive thoughts, and develops the ability to listen to our
deepest Self.
2. Outer service in the world – by developing an
attitude of unconditional service to all.
The effort to transcend selfishness through the
opportunity to offer service to the world and those
around us in need, is another way to successfully purify
the mind. Service allows us to overcome selfcenteredness and experience a love that is not
conditioned on what we hope to receive, but rather
focuses on giving. Indeed, love is not something that
we can seek to gain and keep for ourselves, but rather a
divine energy that flows through us. By emptying our
personality of selfishness, we allow ourselves to become
like a hollowed out reed flute, an instrument. The
Divine then flows through us, like the wind through a
flute, producing beautiful music. As we learn to release
the compulsions of our ego, and open up to becoming a
Divine instrument, we allow the magic of "krpa" or
"Grace" to happen. A classical part of the spiritual path
consists in exploring this question of how to let go, open
up and allow the Higher Self to work through us.
3. Using awakened conscience to discern intuition
from ego impulses
There is another way we can distinguish between
genuine, transcendental intuition, and other types of
impulses tarnished by the fears and personal desires that
originate in the ego layers of mind. The characteristic of
intuitive knowledge coming from the transcendental Self
is that it directs us towards universal welfare,
compassion, selflessness and other noble, expansive
qualities. Instincts, ego desires and other lower
expressions of emotion will lead us towards self-interest,
attachment, pettiness, exclusion, aversion, fear and other
limiting, contracting qualities. So, by observing the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 36

On the other hand, the suppression of instincts and
desires is also very problematic and unhealthy. Rather,
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Children’s Literature
From The Practise of Art and Literature by Shrii P. R. Sarkar
The child’s mind is filled with fanciful imagery, and so the litterateurs will also have to soar in the sky of imagination
with outstretched wings. However, they cannot afford to give indulgence to intricacies and complexities in this
visionary ascent. The thirst for the distant, and the earnest zeal to know the unknown that abides in the child’s mind
must be fulfilled by drawing pictures of magical lands and relating colourful fairy tales. “Real” or “natural” is not so
important here. What is more important is to carry the child’s mind along in the current of joy, and in the process to
acquaint the child with the world in an easy and simple manner. The harshness of reality should not be portrayed: the
child will not want to read or listen to it. “The prince of the mind with his wings outspread in the azure sky soars to the
kingdom of the old witch beyond the worlds of the moon and the sun; and, tying his Pegasus to the golden branches of
the pearl tree, proceeds in quest of the sleeping princess in the soundless, serene palace. Being informed of the
whereabouts of the magic-wands of life and death, and rousing the princess from her centuries-old sleep, he gathers all
the information about the sleeping den of the demons, and seeks to establish himself in the world like a hero…”
Picture after picture, colour after colour, must accompany the words: this the children’s minds crave.

Storytelling
Exerpted from an Interview with Storyteller Rutger Tamminga during the
Amurt Indonesia ECED Teacher Training Program
Semarang-Demak Central, Java, Indonesia

By Didi Kiirti
About ECED (Early Childhood Education), where is the position of storytelling
in ECED?
I think first we have to understand the purpose of storytelling. We use storytelling
because we want to create an individual space for children. The copy model is just
copied, everybody learns the same thing, but with storytelling everybody has their
own thought, their own opinion, and learns to find their own expression. So
storytelling is more a child-centered approach, and from storytelling we move to
reading, literature and writing. So storytelling is just the basic foundation. Now in
ECED, the special situation is that between 0-6 years the brain is developing very
much and many brain cells make new connections, and the connections the children use they will keep for life, the ones
that they don’t use will disappear. So from ages 0-6 you can build a pattern that can last the lifetime. I think storytelling in
ECED is even more important than later on, because it creates neurological patterns that will shape how the child is going
to live. So that time is more important than any other time.
No other way better than storytelling?
Maybe I’m little bit stubborn. But storytelling you can see in a wide concept. Storytelling includes music. Music is a story.
Painting is a story. But I think as far as language, storytelling is not just speaking, it comes also in art, it comes in dance,
in many ways. The basic concept depends on story and a story can be linked to so many forms of expression. So I think
yes, there is nothing better than stories. And this is how our brain naturally works, because we have different parts of our
brain, and even if there is a conflict, when we tell stories the whole brain gets integrated and connected. So actually feeling
comfortable, feeling integrated is achieved through stories. That is why children love stories. Stories bring meaning to
their lives since sometimes children are overwhelmed when they see the world. They don’t see the meaning, but through
the stories they find oh! this is how the world works, this is how I can understand the world, understand myself. So I think
the stories are the only way.
In the storytelling there is imagination, but imagination is not the reality of the life, is it?
I think, ya, imagination creates reality.
For example?
The way you think is what you see. That is your reality.
For example like a fairytale…
You have to see what the fairytale is about. So for example, let’s tell a simple story. Fairytale: there’s a brother and sister
and they live with the father and mother. Now, they are not happy at home. Mother is not good to them, father is always
busy. They run away. So they are going to the forest. On the way they are hungry and thirsty, but everywhere they go the
river says, “Don’t drink me! Don’t drink me!” So at the first river, they can stop, but they don’t drink. And the second
river they don’t drink, but by the third river they are so thirsty! The boy drinks the water even though the girl says, “Don’t
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do! Don’t do!” And he becomes a deer, an animal. And sister takes care of the deer. They stay in a small house in the
forest and she protects him, she takes care of him. Then a handsome prince comes and takes the princess to the palace.
They get married and have a baby. There is a witch. The witch comes and wants to hurt the baby, but they catch the witch
and burn her up. The curse is over and the brother becomes human again.
This story speaks about imagery of the heart. Logically is not possible, but the heart can understand the meaning of the
story. Because in this story, the sister is self control, she is consciousness, so she can warn, “Don’t drink the water! Don’t
do it!” She understands self-discipline. The boy is impulsive. In our psychic structure we have impulse, and we have self
control – ability to control the instinct of the impulse. So the story shows that self control is more powerful than impulse.
If you follow the impulse you get into trouble, but then, you also can when there is peace. Marrying means balance.
Balance means there is intuitive beauty that will let you fight the evil and cure the negativity. So actually the story is about
that. You can see actually that the story is very realistic because it speaks about our mind, but through the imagery of our
consciousness. I think this is what our children understand. Not only children – adults, too!. We see the reality. We can
see things better through story than through intellect. Intellect is limited, while the story can see the bigger picture. So I
think there is much wisdom to learn through stories. Research shows that children who grow up with stories have more
wisdom to make better choices in their life, better career, more income, better family life, more friends. So these are all
good things. It doesn’t come because they are smart, it comes because they are wise, they have wisdom of the heart. I
think this is what we want in our society, because society today is facing so many problems. We have the technology, we
have the intellect to solve these problems, but we lack wisdom. So we need to develop a Wisdom Society which uses our
intuitive abilities to solve the problems. I think this is what we want from neohumanist education.
Is it storytelling just for early childhood, not for higher levels of education?
The format is different but the process is reading, so literature is the next step. It’s ongoing. So actually if you look at
neohumanist schools all around the world, at least in junior high school, they already do the program. They all are actually
literature based. So we have to move from this kind of creative storytelling that you will see these few days. Move forward
to reading stories and then from stories we create our lesson plan, our curriculum.
Do we have already a curriculum based on storytelling?
Literature based on storytelling for early childhood? Ya, we have. Your “Circle of Love” is story based, and the book
“Story Bug” that I brought last time is storytelling and your other books are storytelling based, too. So the whole structure
of our curriculum is actually story based.
How about university’s curriculum, is it possible to include storytelling?
University is more academic, so we have to teach them the academic side of literature as well as the storytelling aspect.
And I hope we can train student teachers to become storytelling teachers when they get classes of their own.
So is it possible, no?
Literature.. ya, of course. The whole process, of course. Actually anything that is story you can say is art. Obviously for
the humanities and languages, but you also can do storytelling for science, math, or biology. So actually there is no subject
that cannot be taught through story, but the format is different.
Is it history related with the storytelling?
I think history, ya. Already the word says hi+story. It means it’s a story.
But not everybody enjoys history – for example like me. I don’t really like history but I like stories.
Maybe you need to learn history through stories. My teacher was a storytelling history teacher. We loved him and we
loved history, that is why I studied history. You can look at history like so many facts, so many years, so many battles, so
many wars, so much back fighting all the time, but if you see it all through story, you can get interested. News is a story.
Actually, science is a story. Science is changing all the time. It is just how we look at things. That is why I tell you,
imagination creates reality. How you see the thing is what you call reality, but actually it is just our imagination. We need
to train young children have healthy imaginations because imagination can also be destructive and create horror. People
have committed suicide because their imagination was destroying them. The values come through your story, how you see
the world, how you see yourself.
About BCCT (Beyond Centre and Circle Time) method – how to implement storytelling in it? Do you think is it
possible?
Of course! I think stories can be extended to many activities. So let’s say you tell the story you told yesterday about the
banana. Then I think that could find extension in nature studies, or you can do art, or because this is story you can do
drama. You can also do math: you can count trees, you can measure trees, you can multiply trees. Let’s say you have five
banana trees and every banana tree has two babies. How many banana trees do you have? Multiplication. The wind comes
and one banana tree falls. How many banana trees are left? Subtraction. So even in math everything can be done through
stories. You can extend stories to every subject, depending on your national curriculum requirements.
Is it good to tell a story everyday?
Every class needs stories.
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Is it not too much to give them everyday?
You can ask your children. They will tell you, “Never enough!”
They never feel bored, for example, the same story repeating?
That is why with creative storytelling we have to use many different ways to attract the children, and I think if you are
creative in storytelling then nobody is going to get bored. They are going to love it! Then of course you also have to give
them time to process the stories you tell. It is not like you are 24 hours talking stories, stories! But this is the basis of your
curriculum and from there you do your reading, your spelling and your other activities.
What is something special that you got from your workshop in Indonesia?
They are so lovely. I think you know every culture has different values and, as I said, people tell their values through
storytelling. Every culture has to explore different ways for finding the path to the inner self. We want to promote
storytelling as a need for self realization and as part of the process of self discovery and of understanding who we are as a
people and as individuals. I think this is basic to being human. Everybody has the same longing to know who we are. I
think now the biggest challenge for me is to find the way that is psychologically and culturally appropriate for our teachers
to understand and naturally accept this method for going deeper inside, because it is all about identity: Who are we? Then,
from our social identity we have to move to a deeper understanding, maybe an emotional identity. After that, we need to
go deeper than emotion, and there are maybe some psychological practices we can use to find the deepest identity. And if
the teacher has that deeper self insight, the teacher can guide the children in a better way. You have to understand that
children live in a very open state of mind where everything is magical, everything is charged with something loving and
blissful. I think if the teacher can reinforce that in children, they will maintain that blissfulness throughout their adult life.
So this spirit, this part you can talk about: what we teach, how we teach and why we teach, but the most important is: who
is teaching and who do we teach. Who is teaching? This aspect is actually the first and most important. What is the
Identity of the teacher and of the student? Because whatever you teach is constricted or conflicted with so many emotions
that some percentage of it will affect the student negatively, while if the teacher develops self knowledge it will turn out
that the same material can inspire the same student. I think that process is the biggest thing I have to learn from
association with the teachers.
we can seek to gain and keep for ourselves, but rather a divine energy that flows through us. By emptying our personality
of selfishness, we allow ourselves to become like a hollowed out reed flute, an instrument. The Divine then flows through
us, like the wind through a flute, producing beautiful music. As we learn to release the compulsions of our ego, and open
up to becoming a Divine instrument, we allow the magic of "krpa" or "Grace" to happen. A classical part of the spiritual
path consists in exploring this question of how to let go, open up and allow the Higher Self to work through us.

Continued from Page 33: Sentiment, Rationality and Intuition in Neohumanism
qualities that different emotions and non-linear thinking bring into
our lives, we can deduce whether their source is truly Divine, or
rather our thinly veiled ego.
Tips for practice:
• So in order to differentiate between the somewhat similar
pulls of our higher intuition and our lower emotions, practice asking
within, "Is this moving me closer to Divinity and noble qualities?"
"Is it moving me away?" Learn to be quiet, and listen for the answer.
• Remember that simply reacting without thinking is not
necessarily intuition, and can be disastrous - observe the mind,
discover how to detach from thoughts. Cultivate your conscience.
There is a saying, "The fool reacts; the warrior acts." This saying
implies choice and responsibility.
• Rather than asking the Divine to give us what we think we
need, learn to trust, to open, to let go so that you can align yourself
with the Higher Will.
• Behind our anger, frustration, arrogance and other negative
emotions, there are desires. Ask yourself, "What is it that I really
want?" Then ask, "Why? What is the authentic need behind that
desire – a need for connection, meaning, or peace?” This process
often helps to unearth other, more creative ways of fulfilling authentic
needs. Similarly, rather than reacting to children's behavior in the
classroom, seek to understand what authentic needs are driving that
behavior.

If someone moves along the path of sentiment
instead of the path of rationality, there is a
hundred percent probability of great danger.
Those who move along the path of sentiment
do not discriminate between the proper and
the improper, but merely silently accept all
superstitions surrounding the goal towards
which they have been running. Even the least
question regarding propriety or impropriety
does not arise in their minds, because they
are moving along the path of sentiment. Now
as a human being, what should one do? One
should follow the path of rationality.
Rationality is a treasure of humanity that no
animal possesses. And those who possess the
inner asset of devotion within their hearts and
follow the path of rationality in dealing with
the external world, must be victorious. They
alone can accomplish worthy deeds in this
world.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar
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Body Space Boundaries:

Early Childhood Education 3-5 Year Olds
Some Exercises – by MahaJyoti Glassman

Conflicts and heartaches arise among young children due to perceived and actual violations of personal body space. It
becomes abundantly clear when a student feels their “space” has been encroached upon, but often they do not yet possess
the skills or proper language abilities to implement an appropriate and compassionate response.
Frequently children do not have much control over who plays with them and when. Kids with differing abilities may
require help with basic communication. These child-friendly, easy-to-use techniques can help kids to have a little more
control and choices over their play.
The FIRST STEP to understanding body space boundaries is to
possess an awareness of where your body is, how it occupies and
moves through space.
For a 3-5 year old to understand body space boundary concepts, it is
necessary that the territory be well defined so that they can visually
and tactilely perceive where it begins and where it ends. This must
be concretely perceptible. This skill set will improve the young
student’s emotional competence and smooth over many potential
conflicts without excessive teacher intervention.
The SECOND STEP is to be able to recognize others’ personal
space or territory and to provide kids with the script and skills to
respect these boundaries as well.
This can be illustrated in a few ways as explained below. These exercises may be set up for each student or just 2-4
‘nests’ can be made with a few pairs of students demonstrating the techniques with the whole class as the audience.
Students love watching others implement the skills rightly or wrongly and talking about ‘How could this be done
differently?’

HOW TO BUILD A NEST
• Children can stand with their arms horizontal, parallel to the ground. Their bodies make the shape of the letter “T” form.
Once in the “T” stance, kiddos can spin around while staying in one place, like a hurricane. This exercise shows everyone
how big their nests are. Their nest may be marked by a small chalk or tape shape or dot on the ground. The shape should
go around the child. This hurricane or tornado activity defines their individual nest. This is their personal territory or
space.
• If you have access to hula hoops, one child may occupy each hula hoop or nest.
• A chalk circle may be drawn around each child so that each student may ‘see’ how big their nest (body space boundary)
is.
• A yarn or string circle may be constructed around each kiddo.
• A circle may be drawn with a stick in the earth around each child.
A few pairs of buddies may demonstrate the following techniques 3-5
times a day for a few weeks until everyone is fairly well practiced in
nesting techniques.

THE INVITATION: Exercise 1
Children need to ask to play physically close to another, i.e., before
hugging, holding hands, playing together, etc. A child can be in one
nest playing with blocks. Another child approaches and says, “Can I
play in your nest?” The child may respond with a:
• Yes.
• Maybe later.
• No.
• I don’t want anyone in my nest right now.
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THE GRUMPY BIRD: Exercise 2
Like adults, kids can be grumpy or angry. Sometimes they just get out of the wrong
side of the bed. If a kid is having a challenging day for whatever reason, they may
choose not to play with anyone. This can be a time to cool down and not be physically
close to others. Teachers may gently remind a student that they may inadvertently be
getting near a nest where the occupant has indicated that they wish to be alone.
“Amanda, you are getting close to Maria’s nest and she may not like that.” Students
practice walking away.

THE LONELY BIRD: Exercise 3
When an occupant says “No”.
• They are encouraged to express it gently, not whining or yelling.
• We explain to them they are to respect the wishes of others by simply walking away and finding
another activity to do (re-direction).
• This does not mean that the student no longer cares or loves us.
• Student walks away.

THE GENTLE BIRD: Exercise 4
Children who are learning how to deliver the “I message” may
initially express their feelings and needs with a strong voice.
• “I don’t want you in my nest right now”.
• “I feel mad when you are here without asking.”
• “I need alone time in my nest right now.”
• “I don’t like that.”
If a kid gets too loud or too assertive, such as yelling, teachers may
say: “That hurts my ears.” Or “It hurts my heart when you yell so
loudly.”, etc. Kids learn the difference between a strong voice and a
loud voice.

THE GROWN UP BIRD: Exercise 5
Even adults and teachers ask permission before coming into
someone’s nest and can be told “no”. However, sometimes an adult
may come into a nest to keep a student safe from one’s self, others or
an environmental hazard (scissors, street, etc.) It is only when safety
is threatened, that the adult violates a nest perimeter.
Practising these techniques can help students to have more
autonomy. Maintaining healthy boundaries can increase self-esteem
and personal confidence. This is crucial to a child’s understanding of
self and how to respond to others. With a few additional ground
rules, kids can have a greater understanding and say, “I am a good
friend.”

One is to be moulded in one’s childhood. If one receives the fundamentals of education in the formative period of
one’s life, one will keep oneself alright in the teeth of the greatest trials and tribulations in life. A bamboo, when
green, can be shaped or bent in any way you like. Once it ripens, any attempt to reshape it will break it. This is
why more stress is to be laid on kindergarten schools. Such schools are the first phase of making human beings.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar
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Ananda Kuvalaya

Master Unit in Paraguay
By Dada Paradevananda
Ananda Kuvalaya is comprised of 23 héctars of beautiful land
that were acquired in 2001. It is located in the countryside with
a rich natural environment and with quiet and peaceful
surroundings and is reachable by an international highway
which is 20 km away.
There is a vast space for recreational activities, a rocky platform
and a river flowing through the green field. It is an ideal place to
put into practice the objectives of Master Units.
There are three main buildings in the MU, and enough room for
120 people. Organic agriculture, apiculture (pure honey), milk and
cheeses are produced here. Regular activities take place during the
year, including Yoga Camp, seminars, workshops and retreats.

Acharya Divyashvarupananda is the MU Rector. You can
contact him if you are interested to come and join the
project. You will be most welcome!
Address: Itamoroty, Valenzuela- Paraguay
Email: anandamargapy@hotmail.com
Whatsapp: +595-991737247

Ananda Madhavaiilat
New Master Unit in the Philippines
There is a new master unit in the Philippines, thanks to the sincere efforts
of Ac. Priyadevananda Avt. Mr. June Chawag (Jagadishvar) and Mrs. Fely
Chawag donated 7 Acres (2.8 Hectare) of land for this Master Unit, which
is located in San Pascual, Tuba, Benguet, Philippines. A new jagrti
(ashram) will be built on the property. On March 4th 2018 a "Laying of the
Foundation Stone" program was organized to start the process. This MU is
near Baguio City, which is a world famous mountainside academic center
and resort.

Ananda Bh ratii

Master Unit in Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
This master hosts a special plant nursery led by a passionate researcher, Dada
Madhuksarananda of South Korea. He is collecting rare species of plants which could
help humanity a great deal.

Ananda Girisuta and Ananda Vithika Master Units, USA
The master unit for brothers, Ananda Girisuta and sisters Women’s Welfare and Development (WWD-F) master unit,
Ananda Vithika (Blissful Gardens) is on 150 acres surrounding the college campus for the Noehumanist College. It has
developed a Coordinating Council that includes a number of projects. These projects include a 10 acres dairy/creamery, a
25-acre Katuah (Mother Village) Community for those living and working in local projects, Mountain Breeze School and
a Prama Institute and Wellness Center. This Coordinating Council supports an exchange of goods and services as part of
small businesses and job opportunities related to the projects. The Mountain Breeze School has a full daily roster of 12
children that involves 25 families utilizing different days of the week. We have a waiting list for the summer sessions.
The thrust now is to get the school’s spring garden going.
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Ánanda Náráyańa
‘The Divine Land’
A Master Unit in
Córdoba, Argentina
By Kuntur Deva

Every space in this universe is blessed with
the hidden presence of the unbroken flow of consciousness, but there are special places where such presence is more
clearly manifested and such is the experience of many who have visited Ánanda Náráyańa (Divine Land). Ánanda means
infinite happiness or bliss, and Náráyańa is the shelter of the Supreme Consciousness, that is the abode of a happy
blending between the devotional flow and its practical application in life. This is a project dedicated to implement and
transmit the teachings and ideology of Shrii P. R. Sarkar.
In 2014 a group of people wishing to fully dedicate themselves to the collective welfare, imagined building Ánanda
Náráyańa as a model to help society find its socio-spiritual roots. The goal was to create an ideal place for the practice of
spirituality in close harmony with the indescribable beauty offered by the virgin atmosphere.
Ánanda Náráyańa’s land is set within the Calamuchita valley, in Córdoba province, and extends over near 20 hectares of
previously inhabited land, located at the heart of Argentinian's central mountain range. Calamuchita is enriched by the
presence of numerous rivers that feed many Argentinian lakes and confines to the North with the 'National Park Condor's
Fall'. The entire surrounding is a magnificent natural phenomenon with a diverse and rich vegetation and an incredibly
rich fauna thriving in the wide opened landscapes. This land is a true world heritage, and its original inhabitants, the
Comechingones, since time immemorial were the only witnesses and caretakers of its hidden beauty.

Highlights, Facilities & Specialties
Living in one of the most untouched and natural places in the world, we harmonize with the existing environmental
conditions in everything we aim to, do and develop. We utilize the existing energy resources such as the countless days of
solar energy for generating electricity, the use of pure potable river water for all needs and adapt all of our construction
methods to the given materials mostly present on the spot or nearby such as clay, sand, stones, soil, wood, etc through
'permaculture system of construction’. All housing structure has been built by us, with much love, sacrifice and dedication,
and are suitable for deep relaxation, nature connection and meditation. Several walking trails connect beautiful gardens,
meditation spots, quiet spaces with amazing high mountains views, and the all year round flowing river that has countless
spots for swimming, relaxation and water therapy.

Programs, Activities & Visions
We all need inspiration to bring out and expand the best within our deeper selves and Ánanda Náráyańa wants to offer
such a needed resource with its emphasis on peoples, animals, plants and environmental respect and development: ‘a
Neohumanist Center’. Ánanda Náráyańa is a place for you to deeply relax, connect with your inner self and experience the
deepest peace offered by a healthy lifestyle giving greater meaning to your own existence within the context of society.
Ánanda Náráyańa is the natural venue for Yoga oriented programs that lead to self-knowledge and the awakening of the
inner urge to dedicate ourselves to serve others through:
- Meditation
- Yoga ásanas (comfortable postures for all-round wellbeing) & dances
- Spiritual chanting of universal mantra Bábá Nám Kevalam (Love is all there is)
- Healthy and conscious food habits
- Naturotherapy treatments with innumerable yoga techniques and natural medicine produced by us
- Learning fine arts, natural house construction and organic vegetable/fruit trees growing.
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Volunteering
Not even the most sublime ideal can have an impact on society if not supported by people who decide to embrace it and
make it their own. Ánanda Náráyańa is no exception and so it too requires sensitive hearts to dedicate some part of their
lives towards its expansion, so that it may provide more service to a greater number of people. Therefore if you are feeling
a subtle and inexplicable sense of dissatisfaction with your life, you may need to set aside your mind’s worries and
calculative manipulations, and let yourself be carried away by your heart and spirit of adventure… Ánanda Náráyańa is
waiting for you!
Contact: <anandanarayana.earth@gmail.com> +549 353 565 0813 (WhatsApp)

Ánanda Náráyańa Today
Welfare
Currently, Ánanda Náráyańa receives
individuals or families who are looking for a
healthy and progressive alternative to their lives
full of stress and all kinds of ailments; people
who have begun to feel a great deterioration in
their health come here with different cases,
ranging from insomnia, eating disorders,
physical or mental distress, addictions, to strong
imbalances in their personalities and adjustment
in society. Together and in agreement with the
concerned participant, a plan is elaborated based
on the person’s needs. The treatments are
mainly based on Yoga and Meditation practices, classes on healthy eating
habits, fasting, natural medicine treatments and karma yoga.

Práńáh (Vital Energy Products)
In such an unpolluted environment, several medicinal herbs freely grow, some
of which can only be found in this area, such as the Peperina Herb. We use the
ancient method of health treatments for producing natural medicine with 24hour "Bábá Nám Kevalam Kiirtan" and produce Práńáh products that have no
side effects whatsoever when consciously used or applied. Current Práńáh
products include: Herbal Tea, Mother Tinctures, Essential Oil, Hidrosole and
Colloidal Silver.

Development
At present, we are about to begin our third construction for producing
natural medicine products. The Práńáh Laboratory will be built according to
the spirit by which all the constructions have also been raised previously,
that is, through the natural system of permaculture. In addition, this new
building will have in the future a hall dedicated for group meditation and
classes, a bakery, a kitchen and two rooms to accommodate guests.
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GLOBAL NEWS
NEW YORK SECTOR
NERI, New Lebanon Center, USA
Mr. Peter Dodge joined the NERI Inc. Board as its new
President. Ms. Ellen Landau who is advising and fund
raising for the development of the New Lebanon Center
also joins him. A fundraising dinner was held at the home
of Rishi and Savi Prashad. Savi and friends of Rishi
Prashad gave a generous donation towards the
renovations of the New Lebanon Center.

BERLIN SECTOR
Italy
Dada Shambhushivananda made a special trip to Italy to
share gurukula programs and the Centennial Initiative of
Shrii P. R. Sarkar. Over 50 yoga enthusiasts listened very
attentively to the inspiring speeches of Dada about the need
to create a new world based on a neohumanist worldview.

Lisbon, Portugal
In March Dada Gunamuktananda was one of
the keynote speakers at the Annual
International Medical Students (AIMS)
conference in Lisbon, Portugal. The other speakers were all
medical professionals and 750 medical students from around
the world attended. The topic of Dada’s talk was “Who Are
You?” It was very well received and afterwards there was a lot
of interest, from the participants, to learn meditation.

Hannover, Germany - by Zuzana Choukroun and Heiko Glüsenkamp
Our kindergarten/daycare- center " Sonnengarten" is running successfully since June 2013 in a nicely
renovated place and provides 10 places for children from the age of 18 month - 4 years. With the
emphasis on nature pedagogy and child yoga, we offer a holistic
pedagogical approach which gives the child the scope to develop
fully his or her potentialities and allows him/her to grow up in a
loving, spiritual and caring environment. Our daily and weekly
routine from 8a m-4pm includes free play, storytelling, morning
circle with singing and dancing, inside and outdoor activities, child
yoga, kiirtan and meditation, painting,
well as visiting and playing in the
nearby forest. We offer fresh vegan
meals.

as
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HONG KONG SECTOR
Taipei Programs -

By Geeta Li

Family Yoga Program
This family yoga
program has been
offered weekly with
parents, sisters and
friends.

The Mind Painting Workshop
(Dr. Guo Shu-ling)
This program was aimed at bringing one closer to
oneself through Art.

The Natural Creation Workshop
(Huang Xiangping)
This program was for getter closer to oneself through art using
natural materials.

"YES Yoga Program"
Yoga Education in School
This program by Rocana has been held monthly in various
schools in Taipei to demonstrate how to play yoga with children.
Another program by Caru has been held weekly to serve students
with special needs

Guqin & Poetry Chant Workshop
by Sudeva (Lin Yue)
This program was about “Art for Service and
blessedness”.

Ananda Jyoti MU, Taiwan
Dada Shambhushivananda visited the Gurukula Master Unit,
Ananda Jyoti, in Taiwan, north of Taipei. He spoke on the
importance of bringing the message and practices of
neohumanism to the youth and, pursuant to his visit, a
conference on “Empowering Youth for a Neohumanist Society”
was planned for July 2018. Several new associates have joined
together to
initiate a new
chapter for
Neohumanist
Movement in
Taiwan.
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MANILA SECTOR
AMSAI Thaketa, Myanmar
By Dada Divyasundarananda

AMSAI Thaketa is located in the working class area in Yangon
suburb. It is a Neohumanist Education preschool. Most of the
students are from poor families and the school is providing
education for them. For the smooth running of the school and
continued support, thanks goes to Vasudeva, Soma and others.

Bangkok, Thailand
A dinner in honor of Dada Shambhushviananda was hosted
by Dr Sanjay Kumar of the Indian embassy, to introduce
leading businessmen residing in Bangkok. They discussed
participation in Yoga Day and Thai-Indian Collaboration in
Electrical Storage Applications for India.

Dr. Sanjay Kumar, Commercial Attache of the Indian
Embassy in Bangkok is seen here with Dr.
Shambhushivananda and Dada Liilananda. They shall be
assisting the embassy for the June 17th Yoga Day
Celebrations to be held in a grand way in Bangkok,
Thailand. Children from the Baan Unrak Children’s Home
will also give performances on that occasion.

Rajabhat University, Lampang
Dr. Shambhushivananda was again invited to speak on
Mirror Neurons and Executive Functioning at the Rajabhat
University. Over 100 students participated in the workshop
led by Dada and Prof. Nuntaka Thaweepkul. The students
were also introduced to kaoshikii, meditation and Baba
Nam Kevalam kiirtan as a way to culture subtle
sentiments.

Vietnam
Ho Chi Minh City Yoga Practitioners take a Spiritual
Tour of India
by Tran Thuy Ngoc

A group of Yoga Practitioners from Ho Chi Minh City made an educational
spiritual tour of India led by Dada Yukteshananda to various places in North India
from March 14 -28, 2018. The purpose of the tour was to consolidate what they
had learned about Shrii P. R. Sarkar’s life, neohumanist activities (schools,
training centers) and to attend spiritual functions in Jamalpur (Shrii P.R. Sarkar’s
birthplace). It proved to be very educational and inspiring to visit Shrii P. R. Sarkar’s museum in Kolkata and hear stories
about his life. It was also interesting to see real life in India, the Ganga River, and various historic forts and temples.
Everyone was so impressed and thankful for this trip.
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HO CHI MINH CITY, VIETNAM
Dr. Shambhushivananda was the chief guest at the Hanoi
celebrations of the 25th anniversary of the Ananda Marga Yoga
Movement in Vietnam.
He was received by the reception committee led by Acharya
Ramashryananda Avadhuta.
During the grand celebrations participated in by over 350 yoga
students , Dada Shambhushivananda gave philosophy classes
to advanced students, introduced the neohumanist and gurukul
educational system and visited several of the AM Yoga
Centres of North Vietnam.
Dada Premamayananda gave a workshop on Infiniti Yoga and
Dada Liilananda spoke on “Cosmic Dance (Liila)”. A local
TV station also interviewed Dada on the occasion.

Dada Shambhushivananda was also specially invited to
inaugurate the Ho Chi Minh Headquarters and a local Master
Unit called Ananda h ra ii of the AM Yoga Movement in
Vietnam.

The newly constructed
spacious headquarters now
opens a new chapter for
growth of neohumanist
activities in Vietnam. AM
International Academy of
Vietnam will conduct
Teachers Training for
children’s yoga and
Neohumanist Education in
the very near future.
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DEHLI SECTOR

West Bengal, India

Bihar, India

Dr. Sunandita Bhowmik
has completed her thesis on
Neohumanistic Education
and has gotten a job as an
Assistant Professor in the
Education Department of
Coochbihar Panchanan
Barma, West Bengal State
University. Due to her
efforts, Shrii P. R. Sarkar's
Neohumanism Philosophy
has been included in the
MA Education syllabus in
the chapter of Indian
philosophy and additionally
Neohumanist Education has been included in the university
at the Post Graduate level.

Ac Raganugananda, Mahasachiv of Ananda Marga
Gurukula has been visiting several schools in Bihar and
sharing the science of meditation with youths of India.

Chandigarh, India
The NERI Office Room in Chandigarh
was partially completed. Dada
Shambhushivananda is utilizing the
facility.

Dada Shambhushivananda and Dada Satyajiitananda
conducted a meditation session at Zirakpur in the premises
of Pandeyji in Zirakpur. Dada also spoke to Sanskrit
students at Panjab University and initiated Balram
Vashistha. Prajina Thakur assisted Dada in reaching out to
the youth of Chandigarh. Dada also participated in the
Clean Technologies Conference held at NITTTR,
Chandigarh in February, 2018. Neohumanist Ethics was
introduced at KJ Somaiya Medical College, Sion, Mumbai,
on 21-2-18 by Narendra Raj Purohit
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GEORGETOWN SECTOR
BRAZIL
AMGK president, Ac.
Vishvamitra attended a global
retreat at Ananda Daksina
master unit in Porto Alegre
where he gave a workshop on
Creating a Cooperative
Neohumanist Society: Serving
People and Planet. Following
this global retreat he visited
schools and Ananda Marga
projects in Sao Paulo, Rio de
Janerio, Ananda Kiirtana and
Belo Horizonte.

NEW BOOK
Compendium of Indian Folk Medicine
and Ethnobotany (1991-2015)
Authors : Vartika Jain and S. K Jain
To order contact Deep Publications
E-mail: deeppublications@gmail.com
India is rich in ethnic and floristic diversity with an enormous treasure house of
traditional knowledge. Many scholars have worked hard to document this
knowledge in last 25 years (1991-2015) and this book is a representation of such
ethnobotanical information concisely in one single volume, covering 1000
references. It contains ethnobotanical data such as uses of over 4600 plant species
for medicine, food, material or for faith and cultural purposes, and deals
pre-dominantly with Angiosperm and a few Gymnosperm, Pteridophyte,
Bryophytes, Fungi, Algae and Lichen species. An index of over 21,000 local
names is provided for ready identification of plant species. A brief epilogue
discusses vertical and horizontal evolution of the subject Ethnobotany in the
country over six decades, through various examples. This book will also serve as a
supplement to Dictionary of Indian Folk Medicine and Ethnobotany (1991). It
should prove to be an asset for phytochemists, pharmacologists, biodiversity
conservationists, historians and all young scholars who want to pursue their careers
in the dynamic and interdisciplinary field of Ethnobotany.

NEW CD
Remember the Sun Will Shine
By Dada Veda

This CD of folk music features neohumanist songs of social concern, three of which are
based on yama and niyama (ahimsa, astey and apraigraha).
It contains yoga-infused folk music as well as two songs addressing social concerns.
Available from https://dadaveda.bandcamp.com/music
Free online listening, $7 for downloading.

All NHE Teachers and Projects and AMGK faculty members are invited to
join the Global Association of Neohumanist Educators (GANE).
www.gane-educators.org
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